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Managers For Rival Presidential Candidates Gather in Chicago FEW CONTESTS
EXPECTED
-- McKinley Asserts the President Will Win On the First Ballot
IT IS THOUGHT
Declares the Colonel Will Triumph
With 600 Votes-Dix- on
ALL CAN BE
SETTLED ON DAY BEFORE
and That It Will Be Impossible for any Other to Win
GATHERING.

BIG

Sioux Falls, S. D., June 5. On returns received up to 1 o'clock it Is
has carried
estimated Roosevelt
South Dakota by 10,000 to 12,000, as
the result ot the presidential primaries.
Frank M. Byrne, republican, for
governor, is leading George W. Egan
by 8,000 to 10,000.
". The manager for Edward S. John-Bodemocratic candidate for governor, claims he has won by 3,000 over
'
P. F. Wickem.
Conflicting Statements Issued.
Chicago, June 5. Congressman McKinley and Senator Dixon, respectively directors of the Taft and Roosevelt forces, signalized their advent in
the convention city by issuing state-

. Concerning
the Ohio convention, he said:
"The Taft machine in Ohio refused
to submit to the popular verdict the
question of the ejection of the six
delegates-at-large- .
They boldly and
asolently In defiance of the express .wish of the republican party, stole the six delegates-at-large.- "
in his
Congressman McKinley
statement declared:
"The sober second thought not only
of the republican party, but of the
people would be further respected at
the polls in November by the
of President Taft for a second
term. The campaign of bluff, bulldoze and bluster which Mr. Roosevelt
has conducted for the nomination is
drawing to a close. The republican
party to which as such he has made
only incidental appeal, will pass final
judgment on the third term candidacy
of Mr. Roosevelt.
"No terrorization
or intimidation
by Mr. Roosevelt or his managers
can change the result. No compromise is possible as between the candidates because the fight already is
won by President Taft. The princi
ples for which President Taft stands
In his contest the preservation of
constitutional government, enforcement of the laws and progressive evolution as opposed to revolution will
be written Into the next republican
platform."

velt.

June 5. "The demq-cratiparty has several candidates
for the presidential nomination and
any one of them is Btrong enough to
defeat either Taft or Roosevelt,", remarked Norman E. Mack, chairman
of the democratic national committee.
while here today.
Chairman Mack will confer with
Urey Woodson, secretary of the national committee, next Monday in
Baltimore and on June IS or 20 the
committee on arrangements, of wbict
Mr. Mack is chairman, will meet to select the temporary officers of the
convention and arrange other details.
The national committee meets June
2l, the day before the convention, to
consider contests and make up the
temporary roll. There are three or
more minor cases that are to come
before the committee from Ohio, Illinois and Washington.
New

York,

c

ments containing diametrically opposite "certainties."
The Taft leaders In a formal statement, said:
"Taft Will Win" Sherman
"President Taft will be the nominee of the convention with approxiWashington, June 5. Vice President Sherman at the White House
mately 600 votes on the first ballot."
declared he believed that Presitoday
Senator Dixon in an eually posident Taft would be nominated by the
tive statement declared "the nomirepublican national convention.
nation of President Taft is physical"I have not the slightest doubt that
with
and
the
humanly impossible
ly
Mr. Taft will be nominated," he said.
delegates elected."
"He will have at least a hundred more
Congressman McKinley added that
delegates than Roosevelt.. I wouldn't
the personal presence of Colonel
like to name the exact figure, but
would
Roosevelt in the convention,
that will be near Mr. Taft's majority.
only make the outcome more certain
That Is my real opinion, too, not a
against him."
mere boast."
Senator DIxfih insisted that the
WILSON IN MINNESOTA
. Roosevelt mei
Duluth, Minn., June 5. Delegates
"absolutely control
the convention without taking the are pouring Into the city to attend MAJORITY OVERRULES
contested delegates into considera- the democratic state convention which
,
Is to meet here tomorrow to elect
tion."
PRESIDENT'S RULE
The attempt of R. B. Howell of Ne- the Minnesota delegates to tho nation
braska .o take Acting Chairman al convention at Baltimore.
The
Rosewater's place on the national Woodrow Wilson managers predict an BALLOT FOR UNITED
STATES
committee Thursday Is certain of de- - instructed delegation for the New
SENATOR CAST OVER BACA'S
s
members Jersey governor, basing their caleula-ton. feat, according t6 leading
PROTEST
on the results of the recent counof the committee. WjJJIam L. Ward
In
ty conventions.
of New York, who will be a leader
Santa Fe, N. M., June 5. Another
..the Roosevelt ranks, said he believed
tense situation arose in the senate
OHIO FOR HARMON
, the committee would quickly dispose
this morning when Lieutenant Gov-Toledo, O., June 5. Governor
of the case, adversely to Mr. Howell's
ernor Baca, the presiding officer, de-Harmon today won Ohio's 48 votes
claim.
dined to entertain a motion by Mr.
i A conference of the party leaders for. president at the democratic
Miera that the senate proceed as In
convention at Hnltiinore under
i
shortly before noon. Senator
began
joint session to ballot for United
'
Crane, who has taken charge of much the unit rule. The Ohio democrat:, States senator. Mr. Holt appealed
' of the preliminary work of organiza- state convention adopted a resolution
from the chair and the republican
tlon, Senator Penrose and. National instructing the state's 48 delegates to majority overruled the presiding ofCommitteemen Mulvane of Kansas, vote solidly for Harmon at Haltimore
' Brooker of Connecticut, and others until released by him or a majority ol iioer. - The democrats voted to sustain
him, as did the progressives. The
were present. Senator Dixon's state the delegation. The vote was .107 to ballot resulted: Fall 15; Andrews 1.
re-M.
!
?ii5.
fox
Congressman lames
ment was in part:
The democrats all refused to vote
reived the nomination for governor.
"Some of the Taft managers in
and Mr. McCoy likewise, Mr. Sulzer
their desperation have thrown out
voting for Andrews.
IN ARMY CHICLES
' broad intimations that a majority of WEDDING
The feature or the aftair was a
vn-- i,
.
..,v.w ,.rR,.u,c
r,.u
the republican national committee in full dress 'uniform, with their wives SUPe( h y Mr- Barth wno denounced
tne whoIe Proceeding as a violation of
would by. revolutionary methods and and
daughters, filled the church of StJ
to reverse
strong arm tactic attempt
Cornelius the Centurion on Governors law and unconstitutional and a farce.
the plain verdict of the republican
Miss.' lr- Molt "eeiarea mat tne proposi
Insln- - Island today at the wflM'rx of
voters. I bitterly resent these
Stella L. Dunn, daughter of Lieutenant tion had been passed upon by the beat
''
"
'r
,' nations,
Colonel Beverly W. Dunn IT. S. A., lawyers in the state, who hold that
"We have no fear in resting our retired, and Lieutenant Alien Kimber - '1 is absolutely necessary to take
const. mUl - l"" BteP at thIa tIm- - 'ine.lleuten
case in the matter of contested dele- lev. of the United 8tt.
decision.
ant governor read what he. said was
gates- to the committee's
lery corps. Lieutenant Kimberley will
the com- take his bride to Fort Monroe, Va.. the law governing the election of senKnowing the personnel of
reservaators and appealed to the senate ma
'
where he is now stationed.
mittee, we have no mental
will
that-lt- s
members
jority not to' take the step it contem
in
saying
tions
the 200 con- - DEGREES FOR BLIND YOU'i US
He said he had no interest
plated.
spirit
a
in
Judicial
try
New York, June 5. Amon$ the in the matter and had always tried
' tests and will decide them according
graduates who received degrees ac to rule for what he believed to be
to their merits."
be- the Columbia
he
declared
also
Dixon
University commence- right
Senator
every Roosevelt delegate ment today were three young men who Ttlr. Holt, in a courteously worded
lieved
would support whatever man had ihe are totally blind. The tree not only speech, paid him a high compliment
Roosevelt for succeeded In completing the college for the impartiality vwith which he
approval of Colonel
talk of' a course with as high standing as their had presided, but said the republican
The
chairman.
temporary
this
by the more fortunate classmates, but each majority had considered fully
convention
the
from
bolt
out
was
as
and
was
his
of
simply
carrying
the
three
step
he
obliged
luring
designated
Roosevelt forces,
to be the
to the college career to eke out a slender in- what it honestly believed
senator
Thepointed
"junk."
come by doing private tutoring fcnd law. The presiding officer withdrew
result of the South Dakota primaries
a remark he had 'made inadvertently
Roose other work,.
of
the
triumph
of
as evidence
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that the republican majority knew the
action to be wrong.
In the house a bill was passed thl
morning abolishing the office of coal
oil inspector, as recommended by ibe
GO TO
governor. An exciting incident occur
red when Mr. Catron, in explaining
bis vote on the passage of its in
vestigation resolution, appropriating
$5 a day for each member of the in
vestigating committee to, investigate
state and county offices, refused to REBELS ARE ENDEAVORING TO
ASSIST THE VANGUARD OF
obey the speaker when ordered to
sit down. The speaker ordered tbd
THEIR ARMY
sergeant-at-arm- s
to fore him tu his
seat. Blanchard went to his assistance while the house was In a tur HUERTA'S FORCE IS WEAK
moil. It appeared for a minute as
though trouble would result, but Mr. ABSENCE OF CAVALRY LEAVES
Catron concluded his speech, Just as
FEDERAL ARMY IrJ UNCOMreached him with
the gergeant-at-arm- s
FORTABLE POSITION
the mace upraised, and after otitis
sat
down.
the
he
resolution,
against
With only this afternoon and three
TO
BONDS
ISSUE
more days before it and with few of STATE
file Important bills agreed to for pas
sage the legislative situation Is Indeed CHIHUAHUA WILL ENDEAVOR TO
tense, and with a senatorial fight
RAISE FUNDS TO CARRY ON
jected Into the situation the outcome
MEXICAN REVOLUTION

REINFORCEMENTS RIVAL ATTORNEYS' ENGAGE

ROSALIA

OF THEM.

TO

JUNE

UAt "Daily 7fiamim

LI

SANTA

EASY

10,000
MACK

BOTH

AND

WIF?E

r

is purely problematical.
The house this forenoon for a sec
ond time adopted a resolution refus
ing to go Into joint session with .he
senate for a successor to Senator Al
bert Fall, the vote being 41 to 3.
The state senate' unanimously
passed two house memorials, one repeating the request of former petitions,
that congresB order returned to Santa Fe the New Mexico archives which

are

In

the congressional library and

which were taken, to Washington on
promise that they would be returned
five years ago, one that congress
for the Imappropriate $6,000,000
provement of the Rio Grande to prevent flood damage. The house addressed a memorial to President Taft
asking that General Jonn F. Gullfoll
of the Ninth cavalry be appointed a
brigadier general.
.
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Washington, June

5.

Senate:

Ji
Con-

vened at noon.
Magazine publishers and editors
advocated before postal committee an
amendment to postoffice appropriation
bill to give all second class mail
equal
facilities and treatment in postal transportation and distribution.

Senator Page spoke urging passage
of his vocational educational bill.
Naval affairs committee decided to
report naval appropriation bill Thursday.
, Senators Ashurst
and Smith before
the foreign relations committee, urged
action in pressing claims of American citizens for injuries and damages
sustained as a result of the Mexican
revolution.
which
Investigated
Titanic disaster will begin hearing
Thursday on proposed legislation lo
safeguard sea travel.
House: Convened at 1 a. m. when
a lengthy fight was precipitated In an
effort to dispense with discussion of
legislation on the regular Wednesday

calendar.
Agricultural expenditures committee
resumed hearing in its investigation
of drainage division ot department,
Chief Drainage Engineer Wright ol
Florida, testifying of his connection
with North Carolina projects.
Began consideration of bill to en
large powers of 'bureaus of mines.
Representative Akin introduced re
solution for investigation of Willis
Moore, chief of weather bureau.
. Judiciary committee decided to hold
executive session .Thursday to consld- ed case of Judge Archbald.
Members of money trust Investigat
ing committee departed for New
York to begin
Investigation there
.
Thursday.
RECREATION OF RURALS
Cleveland, O., June 5. Recreation
In rural communities Is the Important
topic to be discussed by the several
hundred experts who asjpmbled here
from all parts of the country today

for a three days conference under
the auspices of the Playground and
f
America
Recreation Association
The rural traveling library, contests
in gardening, corn clubs, athletks,
Boy Scout activities and camp fire
girls will be cons'dereJ ?nid various
forms of musical and dramatic plav
activities that have been developed in
rural districts, will be presented.

Chihuahua, Mex., June 5. Rein- toi cements were sent south from here
ioiay to support the vanguard of the
retels under Colonel Antonio Rojas at
rianla Rosalia, 4G miles north of the
edeial base at Jimenez. Persistent
eports here are that General Huerta
nas moved his federal forces no con- onsiilei-abl- e
distance north of Jimen-z- .
The rebel cavalry may be moved
siufhwai'd to harass him, as he has
ent most oi big own cavalry away
on a flank movement west of this
ity.
Infanti y and artillery alone remain
i

in

lluerta's columns and the rebels

may take advantage of this condition
by sending bands of mounted men into the vicinity now held by the fed
erals. Prospects of an engagement at
liachimba between the main branches
of the two armies are as yet remote.
General Pascual Orozco came here
today from Bachimba to discuss certain subjects pending before the state
egislatiue, now. in session. One o
the measures under discussion provided for the raising of needed funds, it
Lting contemplated, to issue short
time interest-bearinbonds of sman
ueuominatious.
The payment of these
will be guaranteed by tbe'state and
iliey may be used as currency.
The Mexican congressmen who are
here from Mexico City to talk, peace
with General Orozco were in conference with him today. The congress-uiewere stopped, they declare at
Nuevo Laredo, Mexico, by secret service men of the Mexican federal government, but managed to get across
tlie American boundary on their way
to Juarez. They claim they represent
a faction of the Mexican
congress
which will recognize Orozco if he lays
down his arms.
g
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Darrow Trial Enlivened By Wrangling of
Counsel for Both Sides
FREDERICKS

THE

STARTS

BATTLE

Declares Defendant Would Admit Nothing, Not Even His SignatureIf It Were Not Proved By Prosecution Accused of Misconduct He Asserts He Thought Accused Man Had "More
$
Moral Stamina Than to Make Such Remarks"

-

Los Angeles, June 5. District At
torney John D. Fredericks was fined
$25 and Attorney H. H. Appel $3 for
contempt of court by Judge Hutton
today following an exciting clash be
tween opposing counsel in the trial
of Clarence S. Darrow. The defendant participated in the wrangle.
The controversy, which occurred
while the defense was objecting to
the Introduction Into evidence of the
checks drawn by Frank Morrison,
secretary of the American Federation
of Labor, in favor of Clarence S.
Darrow, nearly ended In a fist fight
between Appel and Fredericks. Mr.
Darrow, addressing the court for the
first time since his trial began, announced that he Would admit the authenticity of the signatures of himself and Mr. Morrison on the checks
drawn on the McNamara
defense
fund.
,!
"You wouldn't admit it if we couldn't prove it," said Captain Fredericks
hi an aside to Danow 'i)arrow de
nounced the remark of the district
attorney as gross misconduct and declared that it was made to influence
the Jury which was closer to the district attorney than himself.

"I thought the defendant in this
case,' said the district attorney, "had
more manhood and stamina than to
bawl such a thing out in the court
room."
Attorney Appel characterized the
remarks of Fredericks as "cowardly
'
and unprofessional."
The district attorney Intimated
that the defense was ''playing the
baby act." Appel started towards
Fredericks In a threatening manner,
declaring that he was not afraid of
Fredericks.
Judge Hutton. reprimanded Fredericks and Appel. Fredericks then de
in Washington
Apprehension
clared that he had meant his remark
Washington, June 5. Difficulties in
to Darrow as a "mere pleasantry."
communicating
with Chihuahua City
Later Judge Hutton announced
have caused some apprehension to ilio
state department. It is feared an at- that upon reflection he considered a
tempt is making to establish a se- reprimand insufficient punishment
vere censorship and prevent this gov- for such misconduct and Imposed the
ernment from knowing the condition fines.
Checks totalling $170,000 all made
Americans still exposed to attack by
out
in favor of Mr. Darrow and Bign-eby Insurgents.
Morrison had been read into the
by
will
be
made
Attempts
to get in'o
when the noon adojurnment
record
closer communication with American
Consul Letcher as the United States was taken. H. H. Flather, the
but was asked only one ques-th- e
is determined to extend every possible
stand throughout the morning
measure of protection to Americans.
session but was saked only one question which was ruled out unanswered.
YOUTHFUL THIEVES
The prosecution in the case of DarCharged with the burglary of Juan row for
alleged jury bribery, made
Ortega's second hand store last Sat- further declaration today of its pururday night, Crestino Villegas, aged pose to attempt to prove that a cer13 years, and David Villegas, aged
tain check sent Mr. Darrow from the
11 years, were arrested late yesterMcNamara defense fund was convertday afternoon by Chief of Police Ben ed into the money used in the alleged
Coles and this morning were arraignof McNamara jurors. Vigored before Judge D. R. Murray. The bribery
ous objections by the defense to the
boys pleaded guilty to the charge. introduction into evidence of a book
The older boy was sentenced to 90
of cancelled checks brought a statedays in the county jail and the young- ment from District
Attorney Frederer, 30 days, both sentences being sus- icks
that the prosecution would seek
pended on promise of good behavior. to trace only one check.
Officer Coles found most of the
Fredericks said that, contrary to
stolen goods at the Villegas home on
visual methods of the defendant-ithe
side
the West
adjoining the Mission
depositing checks received from
school, and the two lads dug up the
Frank
Morrison,
secretary of the
his
rest upon
demand. According to
the story of the boys they committed American Federation of Labor, the
was taken to anoththe robbery between 3 and 4 o'clock check mentioned
and converted into currency.
er
city
morning.
Sunday
The defense expressed willingness
The Ortega store was robbed a
week ago Saturday night, but the boys to admit that the signatures of Dardenied having anything to do with row and Morrison on the checks were
that offense and none of the articles authentic, but denied the admissibilstolen the first time was femd in ity of the checks into evidence. H. H.
Flather, cashier of a Washington, D.
their possession.
n

v

d

WaBh-sessio-

n

n

C, bank, took the stand
trial was resumed today.

when th

The book of checks bearing Morrt-soV- s
signature and said to aggregate a total of more than J200.0QO,
includes one for $10,000, drawn by
Morrison on December 1, 1911, ana
cancelled on the same day. This was
the day upon which the McNamara
brothers pleaded guilty.
That the prosecution merely desired to place in evidence tho fact, al- -'
leged by them, that certain sums of
money amounting to about $200,009
had been sent to attorneys for the
McNamara defense was stated today
by W. J. Ford, assistant district attorney, in discussing the placing on the
stand of IL H. Flather, cushler of a
Washington, D. C, bank. Mr. Ford
said that the railing off cf Flather
as a witness was not .iu
to
Incriminate others with, Clarence Darrow now on trial for the alleged bribery of a Jur6r In the McNamara case.
.Mr. FoitJ. added tha: no attempt
would be Made by tUa prosecution to
show that either Mr. Morrison or
President Samuel Gompers of the
American Federation of Labor had any
guilty knowledge of the alleged corruption of Jurors and witnesses in the
McNamara case.
The effort to have the 'ledger
page containing the defense fund account admitted as evidence was expected to be resumed this morning.
Up to adjournment late yesterday the
attorneys for Darrow had succeeded
in keeping it out by raising various;
technicalities. The prosecution apparently was hard pressed for a iegal
loophole through which the bank document could be slipped into the evidence when adjournment intervened.
In exonerating the officials of the
American Federation of Labor, the
prosecuting attorneys also indicated
that they did not consider Job Ilarrl-ma-n
as one who had guilty kcowledge-othe alleged corruption. Harriman
was the socialist candiate for mayor
of Los Angeles last fall and acted as
assistant counsel in the McNamara
During the direct examination of Bert Franklin, one of the
state's chief witnesses, the latter testified that Darrow had indicated to
him that the $4,000 used in the alleged
bribery of George N. Lock wood had
been procured from Mr. Harriman.
The Darrow defense expressed satisfaction with the result of Franklin's
yesterday, declaring
that he had greatly strengthened the
contention of the defense that Darrow
was the victim of a conspiracy in
which Franklin was alleged to have -played the leading role." Mr. Danow -denied today that he had ever men-- "
tlqned the name of Samuel Gompera
to Franklin in connection with an alleged jury bribery.
"Like most of Franklin's statements
on the stand, it was a lie," said Dap-ro"I never received my money
from Mr. Gompers except through lb
usual business channels."
att-jinp- t

'

n

,

MEET TO REVISE CONSTITUTION
.' Concord, ' N.' H June 5. A state
convention to propose amendments to
the New Hampshire constitution assembled here today and proceeded to
organize. A number of questions have
been suggested for the consideration
of the convention, but the only ones
that have aroused public Interest are
the proposals for woman suffrage and
the adoption of a Bhort ballot to lessen the cost of elections under the
direct primary system now in force.
--
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was done afto. Speaker Baca asked fied each year, the traveling auditor $360 for general expenses besides 50
cents a day for prisoners. In fourth
facetiously: "Do you want a roll to make the classification.
call."
Sheriffs in the four respective class counties $600 are allowed for a
A message from he senate was classes are to receive $(,000, $3,500, deputy, $250 for general expenses
ditched until after the bill wai dis- $2,500 and $1,500 annually.
and 60 cents for feeding each
0
County clerks,' $4,000, $3,500,
posed of..
A message from Governor McDon
The steering committee oflered
and $2,000.
amendments materially reducing the
County school superintendents,
ald, stated be had signed House Bill
No. 41, the Baca bond bill. Senate
$1,800. $1,500 and $1,200.
salary figures in the original bill. The
which
were a 1
amendments
7.'0, Substitute for House Bill No. 124,
County commissioners, $800,
ed, mean a reduction In expenses $500 and $400 and five cents a mile. fixing the time for holding court In
from $73,000 to $100,000 a aar
Probate Judges, $1,000, $800, $600 the First Judicial district; Senate
'
in the 2G counties. Sanchez made a and $400.
Bill No. 8S1, by Walton, prohibiting
fine plea for adequate salaries' for
Assessors, $4,500, $3,500, $2,500 and the deposit of filth near dwelling
county school superintendents, an of- 11,200.
and on public highways; Senate Bill
fice which should command the best
Treasurers, $4,300,
$3,500, $2,000 No. 78, fixing the time for holding
fitted and most talented men and wo- and $1,200.
court In the eighth judicial district;
men.
He offered amendments InCounty surveyors $10 a day when Senate Substitute for Senate Bill No.
40, fixing the time for holding court
creasing the salaries of county school engaged In official work.
County clerks are given assistants in the sixth Judicial district.
superintendents from $300 to $500 and
A motion of Catron, to go Into com
slightly altering the salaries of other at $1,500 lq first and second class
county officers. The amendments counties. In first class counties, the mittee of the whole to take up the
were tabled 29 to 17.
sheriff Is to be allowed $1,500 for special order, the public lands bill,
In explaining their vote, a number chief deputy; $1,000 for Becond dep- failed.
of members declared they voted for uty; and $700 for a guard, $600 for
New Bills.
the bill merely to get It Into confer- jailer and assistant jailer; $900 for
The following bills were
ence. The bill passed 41 to G.
general expenses) and CO cents a day
The Baca salary bill divides the( 26 for feeding each prisoner. In second
House Bill No. 287, by Campbell,
counties of New Mexico Into four class counties, the sheriff is to re an act to amend section 4, and to reclasses, those having an assessed val- ceive $1,500 for the first deputy, $800 peal section 10, chapter 80, laws of
uation of $3,500,000 and more; those for second
deputy, $720 for Jailer, 1907, regarding advertising of estrays.
$600 for assistant jailer, and $600
House Bill No. 288, by Tully, to
having $2,250,000, those having'
and those having less. The for general expenses besides E0 cents prohibit officers, directors or em
classification Is based on the assess- a day for each prisoner.
ployes of banks from acting as no
ment for 1911, but on December 1,
In third class counties, the sheriff taries public.
1913, the classification shall be on la to receive $900 per annum for bis
Public Lands Bills Sidetracked,
On motion of Burg, Senate, BUI N'o.
the 1913 assessment and be reclassi chief deputy, $600 for a jailer and
$2,-50-

$2,-00-

SALARIES
BILL
DUCES APPROPRIATIONS
PROVIDED BY SENATE.
PASSED-YESTERD-

OPTIC

AY

RE-

Santa Fe, N. M., June 6. Speaker
Baca did not call the bouse to order
until 11:15 a. m. yesterday. After
the chaplain had pronounced the Invocation, Major Llewellyn moved to
recommit to the steering committee
Senate Bill No. 106. the county salary
bill. Blanchard in opposition declared that If this bill Is recommitted
that neither the senate nor the house
bill would become law at this session
and that he for one Is not willing to
shirk the plain duty of passing a salary bill. Toombs thought It the better plan to pass House Bill No. 200,
the Baca salary bill, and thus get the
salary matter speedily Into confer
ence. Blanchard. demanded a roll
call and the senate bill was recommitted 83 to 11.
Clancy moved that the Baca bill,
House Bill No.' 200, be taken up. This

.

Ik
POISON SQUAD MEMBER

R.e.d This
contains
cip
Qcbovit 2 grains of "caffeine"""
the
drug that you read about here
The aLveracge

of coffee

drinkers often suffer from
headachenervousness, indigestion,
- biliousness, heart irritation and
to
other) symptoms, of ill health-du- e
"caffeine" the drug in their coffee.
Coffee

The catvise is often not understood
until expert medical test shows up the
bald facts
One can

get relief from the ills
caused by coffee by quitting it for 10
days and using

TTWEJ
A pure, palatable food beverage that

testes much like high-grad- e
Java but is
absolutely free from Caffeine or any
other drug.

.';''

i

If the 10 day's trail shows you
some facts, perhaps you may conclude it's worth more to be well than
to drink coffee it's up to you to
decide.

COLLAPSES UNDER TEST
PHILADELPHIA STUDENT IN SERIOUS CONDITION FOR A TIME,
BUT HAS RECOVERED.
COMPANIONS

ARE SICK.

EVERY MEMBER OF BAND SUFFERS NAUSEA AS RESULT OF
CAFFEINE EXPERIMENTS.

Philadelphia, May 11. Serious results have followed the feeding of caffeine, a drug lurking in chocolate as
well as coffee, to the eight student
members of the "poison squad'' of the
Hahnemann Medical College here. All
have been subject to severe headaches and serious attacks of nausea,
while one member of the squad was
in .such a Berious condition after takwater for the
ing the caffeine-ladefirst twenty days that he had to he
placed in a special ward in the hosconstant attention,
pital. He
has recovered and at the college Is
said to have rejoined tne squad.
The "poison squad" at the Hahnemann college was formed very quietly. It came into existence on March
1 and is under the direct
supervision
of Dr. Edward T. Nesbit, director of
the Heri'i iabf ratory of the college.
Dr. Nesbit called for volunteers
from among the students. He said be
wanted men who were willing to- - do
something for the benefit of humanity at large, even though it might be
to their own discomfiture. Twenty-fiv- e
students volunteered. Of these
fourteen of the most perfect physically were chosen, eleven as regular
members of the squad and three as
alternates
For thirty days the members of
the squad were given doses of caffeine while Dr. Nesbit and his assistants made personal observations, taking the pulses and temperature of the
members of the squad and making
notes on their general physical condition.
It was not until within the
last few days that one member of the
squad weakened under the experiment to such an extent that It was
necessary to send him to the hospital. Dr. Nesbit refuses to reveal the
name of the student who collapsed,
but declares that through proper
treatment immediately he soon re-- ,
n

....

covered.
The caffeine was administered in a
solution and was mixed with the water the squad drank. The students did
not know when they were getting the
caffeine. There, were no stated times
for giving it In order to keep the
mind of the student free from worry
in order that the physical condition

might not be changed materially
through the action of the brain.
Before joining the "poison squad"
each student had to sign a release
against any action for damages
against the college.
The laboratory was organized
about fifteen months ago with Dr.
Nesbit as director, and almost Immediately an exhaustive eidy was startled to ascertain the destructive qualities of caffeine as, used In food stuffs.
The students continued to live at
the dormitories or at boarding houses,
but they were required to take their
meals at the training table located in
the hospital near the diet kitchen.
Before each meal the temperature
was recorded, the pulse and respiration were taken and the blood pressure was tested. During the periotf
the drug was administered only Dr.
Nesbit knew the amount proportioned
to each man and when and in what
quantity it was administered. New
York Sun, May 12, 1912.

There's a Reason" for Postum
POSTUM CEREAL CO.. LTD . BATTLE CREEK. MICH.

the public lauds bill, was recommitted jo the steering committee by
a vote of 31 to 14.
Committee Report.
Chairman Llewellyn of the steering
committee reported favorably House
36,

Bills

A
HAVE YOU EVER USED

Stencil
Monogram

with
amendments. House Joint Resolution No.
27; House Bill No. 115 and House Hill
No. 240, and reported substitutes for
House Bills No. 139 and 198.
Investigation Resolution.
House Joint Resolution No. 32, ap
164,

272,

198;

propriating $5,000 for investigation
was Introduced by the steering com
mittee. Catron and Blanchard objects
ed and pointed to the constitution
which prohibits the Introduction of
bills carrying appropriations during
the last ten days of the session unless by unanimous consent. The bin
wa referred to the steering committee.

1
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FOR YOUR LINENS, PILLOW
CASES, FURNITURE COVERS,

HANDKERCHIEFS, ETC.?

This is the easiest, most convenient and Jesirable method
for monograms the uniformity thus obtained insures a distinct
individuality impossible by any other method.
We now have

-

County High School Bill.
On motion of Chaves, Senate Sub
stitute for Senate Bill No. 29, provid
ing for county high schools in coun-

ties having more than 5,000 population was taken up.
The bill passed without discussion
45 to 0.
House Joint Memorial No. 10, by
Rogers, asking congress to pass a
general parcels post system, was
passed 38 to 1, Hilton voting no.
House Bill No. 53, by Goodell, and
Boulware, providing for the repayment
of Interest on railroad aid bonds, paid
by Grant and Luna counties, passed
43 to 1.
Senate Dill No. 92, by Burns, an act
to prohibit the contracting of debts
by publio offices, boards, bodies,
agencies, was passed 41 to 4.
Senate Bill No. 15, by Pankey, the
stock brand bill, was passed 443 to 1.
Senate Bill No. 1S3, by Holt, to reg
ulate service In civil t cases, was
passed 43 to 0. The measure Is one
desired by the Mesllla Water Users'
association.
Joint Memorial No. 9, by
, House
Sneaker Baca, asking congress for
the return from the library of con
gress of the Archives of new Mexico,
was passed.
These archives have been in Wash
lngton for" more than five years and
are now claimed by the United States,
a claim which New Mexico disputes,
The legislatures of 1907 and 1909
Dassed similar memorials. The vote
was 43 to 0.
Three More Baca Measures.
House Bill No. 269, by Speaker
Baca, an act according the right of
the.U. S. government to conduct fish
haUfeeries in New Mexico, was pass
ed 41 to 0.
House Bill No. 226, by Speaker
Baca, providing for the management
and control of the Cebolleta de la
Joya land granC Socorro county, was
,
passed.
House Bill No. 262, by Speaker
Baca, an act to require the board of
trustees of the town of Las Vegas, to
Invest the proceeds of the Las Vegas
land grant In bonds bearing at least
4 per cent interest, was passed.
Senates-Tuesd- ay
Afternoon.
The following committee reports
were made:
From judiciary: Senate Bill No,
114, garnishment bill be passed as
amended, and that Senate Bills Nos,
178 and 74, also relative to garnish
ment be not passed.
From irrigation: House Bill No. 77,
for ganging streams be passed as
amended.
From finance: House Bill No. 147,
the county survey bill, be passed.
New Bills.

The following hills were introduced:
Senate Bill No. 192 by Bowman, on
weights and measures.
Senate Bill No. 193, by Holt, to
amend present law as to boards of
horticulture.
Artesian Well Bill.
The senate concurred In the house
amendments to Senate Bill No. 65,
the Hinkle Artesian well bill.
Senate Substitute for Senate Bill
No. 142, the location of the western
extension of Camino Real from Albuquerque to Gallup was taken np. Mar
ol
bry wanted to limit the amount
cost of survey.
Holt says the state highway commission will direct the work and that
as the governor is a member of that
commission, he Is willing to trust the
governor.
Page a'sks him if he can't trust the
governor who will sign all warrants?
Mabry says It Is not a question of
trusting any one. He says he will
support the bill if limit Is put at
$2,000. Holt then tells of a dlscussi-In committee when that question was
raised and said Mabry agreed to the
present bill. Page said he had talked
with the governor and that the governor had stated that on such measures
as this he desired the amounts lert
open, that he felt the people should
trust him and that he would be responsible for those he appointed aud
If they did not do their duty he won'.d
remove them.

YOUR MOtlOGRAM
in three styles and are prepared to supply you with any
'
SPECIAL design you may wish.
t
t
We also have a full line of stamped linens, 'Royal Society
goods, Art goods and Embroidery thread of all kinds.

VISIT OUR ART DEPARTMENT
and inspect the most complete line in the city.

Laa Ve&LadinaStoro

&.$(xsemoti&t fs Son
Established

South SidoPlaja.

1862

Holt says that such amendmant
not be adopted because it
might be construed as a reflect! 11
on the integrity of the governor.
The bill passed 22 ayes to two
.
nays. Mabry and Evans voting-"noUnder suspension of rules, these bills
were taken up.
Senate Bill No. 65, artesian bill
sent to committee on judiciary at request of Mr. Hinkle to examine
amendments.
Senate Bill 1442 was tabled.
Senate Bill 114, the garnishment
act, which was passed with amendments.
,
The house held an interesting and
important session Monday event a?.
The passage of the Wisconsin
law was the most Important
and the defeat of Coronado county by
a narrow margin, the most surprisshould

pri-mar-

ing.

Senate Substitute for House
stitute for House Bill No. 14, to
hibit drinking of intoxicants
trains, was tabled.

Sub-

ed will be the bosses accustomed to

packing conventions.

I

Rogers denounced the primary bill
passed in the senate and lauded the
house bill. He offernd an amendment making the penalty for selling
intoxicants on election day much
more severe, saying that every salnoa
keeper in New Mexico would be glad
tr pay the maximum fine of J25 to
sell booze on election day. This
amendment as well as several other
minor amendments were adopted.
Llewellyn said he well knows that
the bosses and gangsters do not
want this primary law, they want the-olmethods to prevail. The bosses,
tell you: "You do not know how to
vote." They gather In some obscure
room, fix up a ticket and try to make
the people swallow it. Thank God
Almighty, the people of ,thls new
state will start right, and this bill will
fifnrt rtrTi

.m

on1 it.fe

a

pro-

the death knell of the bosses."
on
"Have you been measured for a
shroud " asked Blanchard.
Coronado County Defeated.
"I never was a boss," replied LlewHouse Bill No. 158, to creat the
ellyn.
county of Coronado, out of portions
Tully expressed his joy that this
of Mora, San Miguel and Union counbill
originated with the republicans
ties, with county seat at Roy, met an
and was supported by the republiWaterloo.
unexpected
cans. It is true, the bosses do not
Casados opposed the bill bitterly
want the direct primary but the rank
worst
is
the
place and
saying that Roy
file desire It. "The measure s
Imaginable at which to establish a
pure
gold and I like especially the
water
not
wit&'n
seat.
It has
county
clause providing for a- second choice.
a mile and a half in any direction.
Burg declared that the people of
The population Is between 500 and
suffered for
600. He declared the new county plan Bernalillo county had
a mere real estate speculation. Llew- twenty years for lack of such a law.
The platform of both great parties is
ellyn predicted that Roy would, like
to a direct primary and no
pledged
become a large and
Alamogordo,
beautiful city if Coronado county is longer will gang bosses in a small
room on a dark night gather to Hx
created. Catron, Clancy, Mullens,
up a ticket that the people must swalvote.
The
Tully explained their
low. He eulogized Theodore Roosebill was tabled 21 to 16.
velt who is sweeping from east Vo
to
House Bill No. 252, by Downs,
amend Section 3224, Compiled Laws west, from north to south, and rev
1897, was tabled. It relates to Jus establishing the rule of the people.
ine oniy ciass opposed to the meastices of the peace.
Senate Bill No. 144, by Holt, an act ure are the political pirates and bucrelating to towns and villages, amend caneers, such as the people have
driven out of Bernalillo county.
ing Section 16, Chapter 117 of the
Lucero said that the bosses seem
laws of 1907, was table!.
to
think that the Spanish American
'
;
Direct Preference Primary.
House Bill No. 76, by M.m C de people are a hundred years behind
Baca, a complete direct preference civilization. He had seen the Australian bollot work in Colorado and It
primary act, based on the Wisconsin
then
rais- will also work In New Mexico. "The
statute, was amended and
first bill introduced in this house was
ed.
for
the Australian ballot. Let us
CatDuring the reading of the bill,
give
ron raised the point of no .iuorum. the voters an opportunity to depos-t- .
the ballot themselves and net
Speaker Baca counted twenty-nin- e
be
to the polls by their arms or
dragged
present.
Blanchard said the act should be coat tails. Let all voters and a!! canentitled "An act to disfranchise the didates be treated equally. Let ua
voters of New Mexico," that it la un- pass this bill unanimously."
constitutional. In direct violation of
Montoya declared he lived in Colo- - '
the United States constitution, that rado for many years and he said that
It refers tp the Australian or blank- the legislature should go slow in
et ballot and yet makes no provision making so radical an innovation- for such a ballot; that it makes no instead of decreasing the bosses, this
provision for the printing of ballots Danot would increase their mimw
In Spanish and no help Is provided It will take some
years for all the
for voters who cannot read English People to understand the Australian
ballot. Colorado is more
quickly; that It numbers
corrupt than
districts from "1 to 100"; New Mexico; more election fraud
that It would disenfranchise fifty are committed with t.ha
per cent of the voters; that thirty ballot In Colorado than A1A rtTVvi!per cent of the voters even in the ted In New Mexico with the
simple
east are unable tomark correctly the ballot that all voters understand.
He
Australian ballot.
reit sure that the
M. C. de Baca defended the act, would be
censured when they return
saying It was a copy of the splendid uume arter passing such a law.
Wisconsin primary law and that the
Blanchard raised the nnum
people of New Mexico, including the Point that this bill compels
every voSpanish speaking part of them, are ter to vote the "straieht" ttot-- t n...
as Intelligent as the people of Wlscon-- j ron in explaining his vote
said that
sin; that the only people disfranohls-- ' be believes in a primary law. but
that
-

i

Li:-cer-

tw

"thirty-legislati-

ve

rem-esent.-

,

tAI
it should tie adopted to the
for which It is Intended.
Clancy, Campbell, Coont.,,
and Toombs, explained their
favor ot the measure which
SS to 7.

conntry by a vote of 22 to 17. for tuesday afternoon at ! o'clock.
House Bill No. 258 by M. E. Baca
Mullens
vote In and Padllla appropriating $15,000 lor
jmssed the repair of thewagon bridge at
Belen, recently damaged by floods
passed 42 to 0.
House Monday Afternoon.
Senate, Monday Afternoon.
Yesterday afternoon during the
consideration of the drainage bill,
Crampton In replying to the demoCatron offered an amendment as to cratic criticism of his primary elecdamages for private and public tion bill, said that It waa the privibridges, but the amendment was de- lege of the gentlemen on his right to
clared out of order,
talk; while It was the duty of the
The bill passed 35 to 5.
majority to act. This act was drafted
Senate Bill No. 65, by Hinkle, the to cover conditions In the entire
artesian well act, was amended as re state and not merely in six counties.
commended by the committee and by The act gives no advantage to any
an amendment of Rogers that only party, it Is a step In the right directhe well owner or his tenant shall tion and further steps can be taken
vote at artesian well elections, Gage later.
Barth: "Does the gentlemen believe
moved to make the salary of the. well
while Mullens in bosses?"
$1,800,
supervisor
in democratic
"Not
moved to make It $1,500, but Mullens
Crampton:
later accepted Gage's amendment and bosses."
The bill passed 16 to 8, Sulzer and
an amendment by Rogers cutting the
per diem of the artesian well direc- tho democrats voting po.
State Library.
tors from f 5 to $3 per day.
Bill No. 191, creating a
Senate
an
amendment
offered
also
Rogers
similar
cutting the minimum tax on artesian state library board, being
In the
bill
to
the
Chaves
library
The
to
$1 per year.
wells from $3
house,
constituting the state su
1)111 passed as amended 35 to 0.'
court the library board, who
Resolutions adopted by the New preme
are to appoint a secretary caused
Mexico Historical society, thanking
another discussion. Laughren moved
the house for the use of the hall of
the passage of the bill. Barth op- representatives, were read.
cced the b'll because, ns claimed, It
The Bteerlng committee reported
perpetuated one person In office. He
favorably fourteen bills, resolutiops also opposed curtailing the power of
and memorials.
the governor. The old law has been
An effort to pass Senate Bill No. on the books for
years but as soon as
92, under suspension of the rules, a
governor of another party gets In,
made by Vargas, failed
bills are Introduced to place the
New Bills.
poer In other hands.
The following bills were intro
Crampton disclaimed any Intention
to curtail the powers of the governor,
duced:
House Bill No. 279, by Carter, to re the only purpose of the act Is to place
in the hands of the supreme court
peal chapter 135, l?ws of 1909, etc.
"I have sat
House Bill No. 280, by Mullens, to their own workshop.
prescribe the procedure for laying here for all of these eighty days lisdefenders of
sewer pipe, etc., across private prop tening to
the governor. 1 believe If a bill were
erty.
House Bill No. 281, by Young, to passed suppressing these defenders,
prohibit the distribution of poisonous Hhe governor would sign the bill."
Barth denoun.cea the "gang," and
drugs.
House BJ11 No. 2S2, by Burg, requir- said that he was duly elected reprewas siming municipal treasurers to deposit sentative to the people and
funds.
ply trying to serve them. He praised
House Bill No. 2883, by Burg, pro Governor McDonald and said that by
viding for a uniform system of ac the grace of God he would serve the
people for five years and would force
counting for all county officers.
House Bill No. 284, by the steering every member of the "gang" to come
to time and play decent politics.
committee, an act defining crimes.
Holt said that Barth approached
On motion of Blanchard, Senate
Substitute for Senate Bill No. 106, this measure from the wrong angle.
the county salary bill, was made the The supreme court is the logical
"state law lispecial order for Tuesday at 10 a. m body to look after the
A wrangle ensued over a
brary.
The bill passed 15 to 9.
of 'Catron to make the public land
Senate Bill No. 172, the revenue act
bill the special order for Tuesday afternoon at 2 o'clock, in which Catron, for the public schools was passed 21
ttage-anothers pointed out the ne- to 1.
House Bill No. 255, appropriating
cessity of speedy action, while Burs
of the Rio
Llewellyn and Rogers asked for more $1,400 for the improvement
was
Socorro
county,
in
commit
in
Grande
time to consider the bill
tee. It was made the speical order passed.
d

'

d
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Barth asked why this was not Included In the general Rio Grande improvement bill. Holt replied that the
general bill did not exhaust the improvement fund and that the situation
at San Antonio, Socorro county, made
special action advisable. The u.a
passed 23 to 0.
House Bill No. 146, an act appropriating $18,000 for Improvement of the
Rio Grande passed 23 to 0
House Bill No. 22, the hours of service law passed 24 to 0.
House Bill No. 44, prohibiting blacklisting, was amended so as to give the
employer the right to name 'the true
reason for discharging any employe,
and passed 24 to 0, after Page had
explained that the amendment was
satisfactory to the author, Nichols.
Senate Bill No. 57, by Walton, providing that public utility corporations
may Incorporate under the general
laws, was passed 24 to 0.
House Bill No. 104, giving mayors
of municipalities police Judge powers,
was tabled.
Senate Bill No. 180, for the marking of boundaries between counties,
was passed 23 to 0.
Senate Bill No. 174, to exempt new
railroads, new factories, smelters,
etc., for six years and during construction passed 20 to 4, Evans, Hinkle, Mabry and McCoy voting no.
' Senate Bill No. 150 and House Bill
No. 157 exemption acts, were tabled.
Senate Substitute for Senate Bill
No. 142, for the
location and con
struction of a western extension of El
Camino Real, was permitted to He
over until printed.
The senate concurred in the house
amendments to Senate Bill No. 166,
for the adjudication of the Texas-NeMexico boundary line, and In the
amendments of the "louse to Senate
Bill No. 161, the half million dollar
good roads bond Issue bill,
House Bill No. 138, the house full
crews act, was referred to the com
mittee on railroads.
DEAFNESS CANNOT BE CURED
by local applications, as they cannot
reach the diseased portion of the ear,
There is only one way to cure deaf
ness, and that is by constitutional
remedies.
Deafness Is caused by an
Inflamed condition of the mucous lin
ing of the Eustachian Tube, When
this tube is Inflamed you have a rum'
bling bound or Imperfect hearing, and
when It la entirely closed, deafness Is
the result, and unless the Inflamma
tion can be taken out and this tube
restored to Us normal condition, hear
ing will be destroyed forever; nine
cases out of ten are caused by catarrh,
which Is nothing bat an Inflamed con.
dltion of the mucous surfaces.
We will give One Hundred Dollars
for any case of deafness (caused by
catarrh) that cannot be cured by Hall's
Catarrh Cure. Send for circulars, free,
P. J. CHENET & CO., Toledo, Ohio.
Sold by Druggists, 75o.
Take Hall's Family Pills for constipation.
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WHY

NOT PATRIOTS

IN WAX?

--

Suggestion for Exhibitions of Effigies
Comes From the Shows Common

Stealing a Plate

How many school children would
recognize historical personages, other
Jian perhaps Washington and Lincoln,
I tbey met them face to. face? A
South Side matron recently returned
trom a tour of the British Isles, was
"I don't think it la fair," cried Net- ipeaklng. She said:
"In Great Britain every little town
tie Bourn. "To think that one horrid
old plate should make all this trou-ble- l as its wax works show. It Is a mys-:er-y
to me why we Americans with
It was mean of Uncle John to
make a will like that."
business sagacity have
)ur
will like that," 10 long neglected so fertile a field.
"He didn't make
contended Harry Warren. "How was They are as common and as cheap
be to know that one of the plates :here as moving picture shows are
should be broken between bis death Here. In these places all tho famous
ind the reading of the wlUT He was :haracters of history and literature
tair enough. He left one to your ire depicted. A school child Is able to
mother and one to my father. Surely to Into a wax works show and get an
that was a fair division ot the two. accurate Idea of the costumes, faces
ind figures of any particular time.
His Intention was all right."
"Well, then," said Nettle, stamping How many of us can get such an Idea
I very pretty little foot, "it's shame- from a pile of clothing lying ticketed
n a museum shelf?
ful that our parents should be so hor"Mme. Tussaud's wax works In Lon-lo- n
ribly stubborn as to tight over one
are probably the moBt complete
miserable old plate!"
"You ' can't blame them, exactly," f Its kind in the world. Thousands
3f figures and scenes are depicted In
lefended Harry, charitably.
"And In the meantime we can't io close Imitation of life that one
our engagement," really lives history over again there."
even announce
walled Nettle, "to say nothing of get i
:ing married."
"We don't want to get married un- MOST PATIENT OF THIEVES
til spring," reminded Harry, optimistically. "Something will turn up be- In San Francisco a Man Waa Discovfore then If I have to turn It up
ered Stealing the Parts of
Roller Skates.
myself."
He smiled down into tho worried
little face, but found no answering
Out at the Coliseum skating' rink
smile. Ever since Jason Pomfret'i there has been discovered evidence
will bad been read, and It was found of one of the most patient and hopethat the two famous Washington ful thieves in America. A day or
plates were left to his brother, Sllai two ago he undertook to steal a pair
Warren, and to Martha Bourn, there of skates piecemeal, but the evihad been a bitter warfare waged be- dence of his work was discovered and
tween the two legatees. In the bustle be remains in possession of three
of preparing for the funeral one of the wheels, a bolt or two and a couple
plates had been broken beyond the of pieces of metal that can be of no
skill of the most expert mender to earthly use without the remaining
put together, and Mrs. Bourn and sections of the skates, which remain
Silas Warren, who were, both a little In possession of the management To
mad on the subject ot china, bad tak- compensate for the loss the Coliseum
en the matter into the courts, each in- stands in possession of one felt hat
sisting that the remaining plate was with the name of the dealer cut out
the one Jason Pomfret bad repeated- of the band and a. gap where the
ly Indicated as the one he wished the owner's initials were carried.
claimant to have.
To evade the regulation! of the
But Harry did not let the grass rink the optlmistlo crook was obliged
grow under bis feet He went to set to carry an extra hat or cap and a
his closest friend, Dick Lyons, who et of tools which enabled htm to
was noted as an expert in old porce- take the skates apart The unpur-loine- d
lains. He had done Dick a great
portions were discovered by a
favor once, and Dick did not hesitate ipeclal policeman in an unfrequented
a moment He managed to meet Mrs. corner ot tho pavilion San FrancisBourn at an evening party.
co Bulletin.
"I don't want to see you get the
worst of this row over that WashingThat Wooing Ham.
ton plate," he said when he had
aroused her curiosity sufficiently.
Ham, It baa always seemed to us,
"I've often studied that collection of rarled mora than any other articles
Jason Pomfret's, and other experts ver which blessings are mumbled In
had always agreed with me that his degree to palatableness, fragrance
Washington plates were not genuine." and invitation. Tho variation Is due
"Don't tell me that," she command- to the manner of approach. If a per
ed with a sniff. "I've seen the plate a ion Is off his appetite, ham does tho
hundred times and I know very well best when served as an Arizona breakfast something else for tho man and
that It is a real Washington."
"Look here," suggested Dick. "You tho ham for tho dog.
can look the plate over closely so long
But supposing you have been huntas yon don't take It out of the execu- ing, rising early and staying late.
tor's office. You've seen it a hun- Tou have lost your lunch. You have
dred times, but you never looked at to trudge homo over a hard road. You
it with doubt because you took it for pass a farmhouse, and from Its open
g
granted that it was what Pomfret floor there comes the sound of
said It was. You look It over carefulham and the heaven's breath of
It matters not if that
ly and you'll get the credit for drop- Its perfume.
ping the fight over a plate that is not ham sprang from a razorback hog in
tho wilds of Arkansas, you recognize
worth fighting over."
"If this Is a
began Mrs. that that ham is the most glorious
She could lower that grows, the world's desire,
Bourn, and she' paused.
think of no threat terrifying enough the inner fountain of Eden, the pillar
and her silence was more eloquent
it fire by night, the sweet Influences
'J. the Pleiades and' the deliverance
"It's not a trick," assured Lyons.
What Harry had not counted on Vojn. enjry patted and malice, and.jll
was that his father and Nettie's
mother should arrive at the office of
the lawyer executor at the same time.
"It Is the same that I took from
the cabinet," declared the lawyer tartly, not relishing the suggestion that
was conveyed In their demands.
"It's not that," Mrs. Bourn hastened
to explain. "I've always had an Idea
d
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Nature has made amnle provision In
"
the sunshine and moisture of the air for CI'' C
the outward life and protection of the skin,
but the more important work of nourish- imj the cuticle has been left to an inward source th Wood. It is
from the circulation that the pores and elands receive) their support,
and the fibrous tissues are all preserved in healthful state because of
constant nourishment supplied by the blood.
So long as the blood is pure and rich the skin will be free from
eruptions or disease, but when the circulation becomes infected with
acids and humors its nourishing and. healthful Drooerties are greatly
eondition causes irritation and
diminished, and this acrid, humor-lade- n
inflammation of the delicate tissues and fibres. Then the effect is
shown in Eczema, Acne, Tetter, Salt Rheum, or some other distressing, disfiguring skin disease.
Humors and impurities get into the blood through a deranged or
inactive condition of the system. Those members whose duty it is to
collect and expel the refuse matter of the system fail to properly do
their work, and this surplus or waste matter is left in the system to
sour and be absorbed into the blood.
The cause of all skin diseases can be traced ' to some humor
or acid in the blood. Smooth, healthy skins are only possible where
the circulation is pure; and therefore the cure of any skin affection can
only come from a thorough cleansing of this vital fluid. Salves,
washes, lotions, etc., arevaulable only for their ability to keep the
skin clean, allay superficial irritation, or soften the hardened cuticle.
Such treatment cannot cure because it does not reach the blood where
the cause is located, and to depend upon such measures alone usually
results in the aggravation and spreading of any skin trouble.
S. S. S. cures Skin Diseases of, every kind by neutralizing the
.acids and removing all humors or other impurities from the blood.
cirS. S. S. cools the
I suffered with a bad case of Ec- culation, builds it up to its normal
zema for over 12 years, and I tried
and thickness, multiplies
everything I heard of. Nothing strength
helped me until 1 Degan to use B.S.S. its rich, nutritious corpuscles, and
I commenced this medicine and the adds to its purity and nourishing
Eczema soon begun to gradually dis- qualities in every way. Then the
appear. I continued taking S.S.S., skin instead of
being irritated and
and it completely cured the disease
and every blemish and eruption left. inflamed by acids and fiery humors,
is nourished, soothed and made,
Tho sores and itching so characteristic of this trouble have entirely perfect by a plentiful supply of rich,
left, and I am sound and well.
pure blood. S. S. S. Is the greatMrs. Ohas. Gill
est of all blood purifiers and there60 Clinton St., Newark, N. J.
in lies its abititv to cure skin trou
bles. It cures Eczema, Acne, Tetter, Salt Rheum, pimples,' boils,
rashes and all eruptions of the cuticle. These troubles cannot remain
when the cause has been removed, and S. S. S. will certainly remove
the cause by purifying the blood. Book on Skin Diseases and
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medical advice free.
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PROCOUNTY COMMISSIONERS
CEEDINGS
Las Vegas, N. M., Feb. 7, 1912.
The board of county commissioners
of San Miguel county, New Mexico,
met as per adjournment at 10 a. m.
Present 'Fidel Ortiz, chairman; John that the plate was not genuine and I
want to make certain that the plate
H. York, county commissioner, Antonio
la worth fighting over."
LoA. Gallegos, county commissioner,
"Funny you never thought of that
renzo Delgado, clerk of the board and
commented Silas Warren bus.

before,"
"I've always had my
inteipreter.
piclously.
The following accounts against the doubts," he added, with the collector's
county of San Miguel were approved vanity and pride In his knowledge.
and ordered paid, and the clerk of this "Harry told me the other night that
one of his
also, had expressed
hoard is hereby Instructed to draw his doubts.friends,
I'm going to bring anwarrants In payment of eaid accounts other expert in."
"I don't think that that will be
against the county treasurer, to wit:
Missouri Valley Bridge & Iron Co. necessary," hastily said Mrs. Bourn.
She looked doubtfully first at the
part payment on account due Februthen at the lawyer. The latter
plate,
X,
1912, $1,300.00.
ary
above suspicion even If the plate
was
Lorenzo Delgado, 1 weok salary, was not With a
sigh she turned It
over to Silas who in turn laid It on
February, 1912, $11.
C. W. G. Ward, fees, justie-- j of the the desk.
"I dont want ever to see It again,"
peace court, $3.
a
Domingo Maes, wild animal bounty, he declared. "To think that. cheap
should have spoiled our friendcopy
$240.
all these months! That's worse
El Independiente Publishing com- ship
than the loss of the plate. We used
offices, to be pretty good friends, Martha."
pany, stationery for county
"We can be good friends, still,
$8.50.
M.,M. Sundt, one door kno'j and la- Silas," she reminded.
.
"Let's go out and have luncheon
bor, 60 cents.
and
talk It over," suggested Silas;
merLas Vegas Lumber aompany,
and they talked it over with such
chandise for county, $25.23.
good effect that they went fr.om there
Lorenzo Delgado, balance due on ac to the jeweler's and when they came
count,
salarr, etc., fourth quarter, out a solitaire on the widow's finger
announced that she expected shortly
1011, $49.35
Florsnlino Montoya, services as in- to change ber state of loneliness.across
Nettle and Harry, watching
terpreter to board, two days, $4.
the street, smiled at each other.
commission.
of
board
The
county
"That will simplify matters a great
ers of San Miguel county. New Mex deal," declared Harry In tones of reico, acting on the opinion of the dis lief. "We'll give them the Washing,
trict attorney as per Chapter 114, ses- ton plate for a wedding present."
"But that Is not worth anything,"
legis
sion laws of the Thirty-eightNettie.
lative asesmbly and In compliance objected
"The real one is," explained Harry.
of
the
said
opinion
with the law and
"In a good cause the end justifies the
means. I got Benson's clerk to ex(Continued on Page Seven).
change the plates."
h

mouth.

in England.

sis-din-

PUT AN END TO IT
Charles Sable, 30 Cook St., Roches,
ter, N. V., says he recjmmends Foley
Kidney Pills at everv opportunity tecause they gave him prompt
relief
from a bad case of kidney trouble
that had long bothered him. Such
a recommendation, coming from Mr.
Sable, is direct and convincing evidence of the great curative qualities
of Foley Kidney Pills. O. G. Schaefer
and Red Cross Drug Co.
THEY

raraarrtaBreness. ror the next trrre
alias you saa't say a wort to J"
companion because of a watering

Napoleon on Shakespeare.

It is a fact that the great emperor
f the French had a very poor opinion

f Shakespeare's plays. According to
rhlbaudeau, in his "Bonaparte and ths
Consulate," Napoleon said one day:
"Shakespeare was forgotten even by
ths English for two hundred years, until Voltaire took it Into his head to
writs him up, to please his English
triends; and over since people have
tone about repeating that Shaks-ipearwas the greatest author that
tver lived. I have read him, and tiers
Is nothing In him that approaches
Corneille or Racine.
His plays are
sot worth reading."

Used By Nearly All
Dressmakers
'

o

MRS. H. SAD0WSH
OF NEW YORK

Representative of the manufacturers of Lacliei' Home
Journal Pattern, will be with us

Her Hair Saved Her.
When tho steamer Tagus rose after
a dip into an enormous, wave while
i be was on her way from Bermuda to
New York, a bride, the only bride on
board, was floating about the deck
like a biscuit
Tho water was throe feet deep and
ho might have been swept from ths
deck bad not M. Krelshler, a New
Yorker, grabbed her by the hair and
saved ber. So frightened was the
young woman that she was carried to
her stateroom in hysterics, and for
five hours she could not bo convinced
that tho ship was not sinking.

FRIDAY

" JUNE-- 7

Bring her your pattern and
dressmaking problem. You'll
be welcomed.

BACHAHACH EKOS.

More Favorable Ground.
When our son was a boy of four a
family of children moved next to us
Of
who were simply incorrigible.
course their doings were much commented on In our family, and many a
time I talked about-- "those dreadful
Smith children."
One day I had occasion to correct
my little son, talking to him seriously.
He listened quietly for awhile, then
looked up at me and said with the
most engaging air: "Don't let's talk
about this, mammal let's talk about
the Smith children."
RACING AT MARLBORO TRACK.
Baltimore, Md., June 5. The first

spring race meet ever held at the
Marlboro track was opened today under the auspices of the Southern
Maryland Fair and Agricultural association. The meeting will continue
ten days, with steeplechases occupy
ing a prominent place on, the pro
gram.
WINNIPEG HORSE SHOW.
Winnipeg, Man., June 5. with the
prospect of surpassing anything of
'

and Women of Taste Who
Make Their Own Clothe.

1J

r

'trophies has attracted the largest
number of fine show horses ever dis
played here, a ny noted stables of
Canada and the United States are
represented.
PRESBYTERIANS

OF CANADA

Edmonton, Alt., June 5. The thirty-ninth
general assembly of the
Presbyterian church In Canada begins
its sessions here this evening, with
the retiring moderator, Kev. P. K.
McKay, Toronto, In the chair. Nearly
all the ministerial commissioners are
in the city, and the arrivals tomorrow
are expected to make up tho comple
ment The representation of elders
Is also large. While the important
questions to come before the assembly
ftils year are not so numerous as In
some previous years, there Is much
business to be transacted and a busy
session is anticipated.
.

tho kind ever held in western CanFIGHTS FOR TONIGHT.
ada, the eighth annual exhibition ol
vs.
Kllbane
Tommy
the Winnipeg Horse Show association
Johnny
was opened this afternoon, to be con O'Toole, six' round, at Philadelphia.
Ad Wolgast vs. Phil Brock, six
tinned until the end of the week. The
liberal offering of valuable prizes and rounds, af Pittsburg.

There 5s Only One

onto .Quinine"
'"Br
That

is
L&izmtiifQ

Bronte Quinine
'

USED THE WORLD OVER TO CURE A COLO IH OME OAT.

Always remember the full name.
for this signature on every box.

Look

25o.

WHY IT PAYS TO BUY
ADVERTISED GOODS
Because the advertiser has done something to inspire confidence.
He has not only explained the value and usefulness of his prod-- '
uct, but has put his personality and reputation behind his
statements.
He can be trusted because his very business existence is at stake.
He believes in his goods to the extent of investing his capital, nor
only in making the goods right, but in advertising, which
will not prove permanently profitable if he fails to make
good secure repeat orders.
The advertising is not only a'protection to the trade name, but it
is the advertiser's guarantee of quality.
You are justified in being suspicious of unadvertised goods, be
cause, however much confidence the dealer or manufacturer
may have in them, he has not enough faith in them to spend
money in telling others of their goodness.

Always Pays to Buy Advertised Goods

LAS VEGAS DAILY
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IN DIVORCE

IIIKE

ARE LANDED IN CUBA

L&s Vegas, New Mexioo, (or

in the last hour, when the average
prive level was the highest of the day.

Smelting, Amalgamated Copper ani
tbe lesser copper shares were special
features of trengti.
('
ON
The closing sales were as follows:
85
Amalgamated Copper
129
American Beet Sugar
106
Atchison
134
Great Northern
119
New York Central
PLANS ARE BEING MADE FOR CHICAGO MAN ACCUSES HIM OF Northern Pacifio
120K
JULY OUTING ON RIO DE
WRITING LOVE LETTERS TO
172
Reading
LA CASA.
HIS WIFE.
HO
Southern Pacific ......

AMERICAN MARINES

GO

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 6, 1912.

BOY SCOUTS YILLlCURLEY MIXED UP

(Incorporate
M.

0tC.

SUIT

Union

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

170

Pacifio

70
OF LAS VEGAS, N. M.
Denver, Colo., June 5. Jack Cur-le- United States Steel
HO
promoter of prize fights and United States Steel, pfd. .
Caimanera, Cuba, June 6. Four
wrestling matches, and who recently
hundred and fifty American marines
married Marie Drescher of Denver,
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
A TREACHEROUS TROUBLE.
Capital, $100,000 Svunvs, and Undividd Pbopits $35,000
under command of Colonel Lucas
has become involved in a divorce East Las Vegas People Point the Way
Dally, by Carrier:
.05 were landed this morning at Doses
Out.
Love
scandal In Chicago.
letters
fer Copy
Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Ac
.IS Point, near here, from which point
One Week
diseases are very dangerous.
written by Curley and by Mrs. E. B.
Kidney
Guan'.a-namtrain
for
65 they proceeded by
commodation Within (he Scope of Good Banking.
On Month
Overshiner have been Introduced In They come on silently, gain ground
City. The announced purpose
7.60
court by Mrs. OvershIners husband, rapidly, and cause thousands of deaths
One Tear
is to gtiurd American property Rgalnst
and the contents of those letters burn that could rave been prevented by
Dally by Mali
possible attacks by negro rebels' and
latere Paid on Time Deposits
.$6.00
proper treatment In the beginning.
One Tear
with love messages.
'
of kidney
3.00 not for intervention.
Nature
warnings
gives
early
Six Months
But
Jack
is
a
man
tne
of
Curley
j
disease backache, twinges of pain
Mother-in-laworld.
Dreschej her
headaches
The
permanent American naval staWEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
self says that. Therefore he, accord when stooping or lifting,
sympthese
tion
disorders.
It
Guantanamo
and
at
Calis
near
urinary
Bay
GROWER
ing to Mrs. Drescher, should be for
toms are unheeded, there Is grave
manero.
Guantanamo city is ten
One Tear
given for his transgressions in run
danger of dropsy or fatal Bright's dis1.00 miles north of Caimanera and there
Blx Months
ning, around the country with a com
ease.
Doan's Kidney Pills have earned
i9
railroad connection.
American
mon-lawife every now and then,
for their effectiveness in
a
reputation
near
Guantanamo
con
property
Cash in Advance for Mall SubscripCity
Last summer the ""Las Vegas troop Says Mrs. Drescher, in telling why
and are known and
troubles,
kidney
sists of mines, sugar plantations, etc.. went on a two weeks hike, marching she knew Jack was not a divorced
tions)
the world over. East
recommended
located
in
the
Guantanamo
Remit by draft, check or money
valley;
to Santa Fe and back. They visited man, and, therefore, eligible as her
Las Vegas testimony proves the merits
The Guantanamo valley Is a flat, Indian pueblos and other
order. If sent otherwise we will not
places of inof Doan's Kidney Pills to our readers.
horseshoe-shape- d
fc
basin surrounded terest and the enjoyable 14 days will
responsible for loss.
"I have been given to understand
Mrs. Andres Sena, 1015 Sixth St,
.
Specimen copies free on appllca-lon- by mountains. In the valley are great long be remembered by them. The that Curley, Tike a great many other East Las Vegas, N. Mex., saysr "The
cane plantations supporting nine sug
trip gave them a touch of real camp men of the world, traveled with a wo use of Doan's Kidney Pills in our
ar mills, many owned by American life, the
tramp agreeing with all man sometimes known as his wife, home had demonstrated their great
ILL PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT companies, among them the Santa of the boys, who returned to Las Ve- The women whom he
permitted to value in relieving backache and other
Cecelia Sugar company of New York,
THE EXPIRATION OF TIME
gas tanned, but fat and happy.
get a divorce from him was never kidney disorders We procured this
the United States Fruit company and
PAID FOR.
This year the boys will carry packs married to him. Mr. Curley is not remedy at the Center Block Pharmacy
the Nipe Bay company.
resimilar to those used last season,
divorced man.
The woman was &nd it brpught such satisfactory
Its
in
I
testified
Advertisers - are guaranteed the
sults
that
publicly
which were the regular equipment nothing but his
"
tarreat dally and weekly circulation
Four Battleships to Be Sent.
for boy scouts. Scout drills will be
Me for you," wrote Mrs. Over praise over two years ago. I have
oi any newspaper In Northwestern
personally recommended Doan's KidWashington, June 5. The marines gone through and the boys will re- shiner to Jack.
$1,050 FOLLY EQUIPPED AT YOUR DOOR
to many of my friends since
New Mexico.
referred to in the Caimanera report ceive other beneficial training. Real
Yours till the cows come home," ney Pills
then."
are said here to be a portion of those camp life in the mountain and on was Jack's
reply. ..
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
TELEPHONES
who have been In camp at the Unit the stream
will be experienced on
And Mr. Overshiner declares that
Foster-MllburMain 2 ed States naval
cents.
Co., Buffalo,
BUSINESS OFFICE
station on Guanta- this trip and will be an excellent op- he has several more letters from Jack
New York, sole agents for the United
TOWS DEPARTMENT....... Main 9 namo Bay since the arrival there of
portunity for the boys to have an out Curley which are not of a nature States.
the cruiser-Prairia week ago.
ing and at the same time be under which Is generally accepted as poRemember the name Doan's and
In response to
peated calls for the watchful eye of one competent to lite correspondence between one man take no other.
WEDNESDAY, JUNE 6, 1912.
help and protection from the plant- handle them.
and another man's wife.
ers, mostly. .Americans, between four Following the boy scout camp there
From tne contents of the letters it
Funeral servloes for Lester Smith,
hundredand five hundred marines wm
a I, M. C. A. camp tor would seem that
were penned son of Ed Smith, sporting editor of (
they
have been sent to Guantanamo, about adults on the Rio de la Casa.'at the by
Curley Just prior to the time of the Chicago American, who died ear
.
NEWS FROM THE
15 miles Inland from the
same place visited by the boys. The his
American
marriage with Varle Drescher. ly yesterday mprnlng at St. AnCAPITAL
N
STATE
naval station. The large Santa Cece- camp outfits, tables, tents and so For In one of them he
asks Mrs. Ov- thony's sanitarium, will be held this
lia plantation is in, that neighborhood. forth, will be left at the camping ershiner if she can
possibly
arrange evening at 7 o'clock from the chapel
OVERLAND MODEL 59 R
Some of its buildings have been burn- grounds ready for the arrival of the to taeet him
in California .Tune 1 of J. C. Johnsen & Son. Rev. Nor6anta Fe, N. M June 5. JoJhn P, ed and livestock has been stolen by older generation. These campers Curley was married Mayk23 In Las man Skinner will officate at the sero
Telephone or call and we will have our demonstrator
Pflueger, whose nomination for post negro marauders nominally attached will leave for the mountains in wag Vegas, and the letters from him to vices. The body will be sent to
master ol the local office was sent to General Estonoz'a army of lnsur-recto- ons on the Monday following the re Mrs. Overshiner were written from
2
where
on
No.
train
tonight
show. you.
'
turn of the boys, July 22. All desir that town.
S. Skelton will
by the president to the senate last
will occur.
a
will
After;
he
to
conference between Pres ing
make this trip should notify
One letter, written by Mrs. Over accompany the body 'east, as owing
week, has announced that
McNitt of th'a city, as dent Taftanj Secretary Knox at the A. R. Marwlck of the Y. M. C. A.
Las Vegas Automobile &
shiner to Curley, follows: ?.
Appoint G,
to illness in the Smith family, none
e
White-Houstoday it was announced
sistant, subject to the ruling of the
"I saw Clara yesterday. She wants of the relatives is able to make the
that the government would immedi
me to go to New York, but I think 1 trip.
department as to qualifications.
ately dispatch four American battle
Phone Main 344,
Whalen, & Fowler Propg
would rather go west, will you
Wanted In Missouri.
je
ONAVA ITEMS
to
Cuban
ships
waters.
In
Las Vegas all the time up to July
The room of Will Long in La PenE. I Wilson, now under arrest in At the state
1? Am nearly settled now in my sion hotel was entered this morning
department it was said
Roswell is wanted In Jefferson coun the
movement of marines had not been
to have some par between the hours of 2 and 4 o'oclock
ty, Missouri, for alleged forgery. A directed from
Senator J. W. Crawford of Illinois apartment expect
Washingtonn nor did
ties here. ' Will write you more news and a watch and $7.50 were stolen.
of
requisition from Governor Hadley
and family are expected here
it mark
this late. Me for you when I
The door to the room was 'unlocked,
get big."
Missouri was presented to Governor tude of any departure from the atti week.
in
a
and the thief made his entrance and
political
Curley wrote in reply;
W. C. McDonald and was allowed yes sense, to
which the United States has
"Dear
Is
Florence
How
I
Bechler
1
H.
do
getaway without arousing any occuJ.
wish
terday afternoon.
Lorenzo Henly, who has the con
so far strictly adhered. It is undercould be at your housewarming to- - pants of the hostelry. Chjef of Police
naaed as agent and will conduct the stood Commander
Kline of the Guan tract for the .new bank building, ex nigftt. So glad, my dear, to hear Ben Coles has issued a warning to
prisoner back to lssourl.
tanamo station, sent the marines on pects to complete the brick work this from
you, and I sincerely hope that keep all doors locked at night, as an
.
Lucero Sentenced.
week, after which he will hulid an ad
his own authority.
soon grow big. This is the open door Is a temptation to a thief.
will
you
I The motion
of Eduardo Lucero,
Complaints have been coming here dition to the restaurant.
I!
receive your boy Chan- day
Inyou'll
convicted of selling liquor to the
from owners and managers of planta
COLUMNS
6
NIXON NEAR DEATH.
year old son). How hap
R. P. J. Gemrlcher has contracted ning (her
dians of the Jlcarilla reservation, for tions, mines and railroads of American
a new trial and arrest of sentence, ownership against the attitude of the for an addition to the store as his py you must be to 1 untangle all your Washington,' June 5. Senator Nixknow from ex on of Nevada
continues to He bevaa overruled by Judge William H. lnsurrectos and the failure of the Cu growing business demands more room. family troubles.
perience that it is hell to be mlsmat- - tween life and death here today. He
oo- Pope In the federal court yesterday, ban government to afford
protection.
but don't you worry, yon dear, Is suffering from meningitis, followlincero was sentenced to serve sixty It does not
Miss Oliver of Alabama soon will ed,
appear that the destruc
because there surely will be brighter ing an operation.
days in the United States prison and tion of property so far would amount begin work as stenographer for the
days. I have rented a house here
Ten Lakes Land company.
to pay a fine of $100, plus the costs to more than $100,000.
Today M. H.
Plenty of room for you if you'll ac
of the action.
Lewis, manager of the Guantanamo
'
cept my invite.
Treasurer's Receipts.
aua western nanway company, an A- party composed of Mr. Lamar ,"I would like to
.1- leave here for
The following sums of money were American
Mr.
Peter
Thomas,
Meis, Miss OHIe
came here and
corporation,
California
about
1.
June
Could
you
received in the office of the state appealed to
Mr. Willie Whitehorn and
Wood, Whltehorn,
Major General
about that time? This
went to the mountains Sun come along
treasurer, O. N. Marron this morning: chief of staff, for the
daughter,
of
protection
place for a couple of months would
E. P. Ervien, land commissioner, that property. By his account,
day.
only a
work
wonders for you. It would
$12,253.96; W. W. Cox, treasurer of small part of the truth as to the actual
make you as good as new. If you
Dona Ana county, taxes, $104.72; extent of the
Walter
Robblns
and
Lucien
Klely
depredations commit
can stand the simple life for a couple
Thomas P. Gable, game and fish war ted by the
.Insurgents, has reached spent Saturday in Las Vegas.
of months. It has all the hot springs
den, game protection fund, $5.25; J. the public for the reason that the teMj
beaten to death, and I'd do every
R Strong, treasurer of Mora county Americans and
Mr. J. F. Hammond and Mr. North-colSpaniards in Orionie
I promised you, and treat you
thing
who
taxes, $3,910.66.
have
a
traction
are fearful of incurring the ill will
purchased
like
a
baby sister. Hurry and tell me
Orchard Company Incorporated.
plow, report that work Is progressing
of the negro commanders.
you'll come here. Thanks, so much
The Rlverview Orchard company of
II
i!
V II
finely.
The marines whjch left Caimanera
M
M
for telling me of your little troubles.
Roswell this morning filed articles of for Guantanamo
will
divided
be
city
I
Services were conducted recently at won't make any answer, hut you ful
Incorporation with the state corpora into squads and assigned to the plan
(jjl 1Z Shirts, Summer Weight Fabrics Plain
tion commission. As Its name indi tations exposed to danger. President Union church by Rev. Anderson of Las ly understand I am with and for
lilU White or Figured. Golf Style
$1.29
cates the new company will deal in Taft's decision to
IA large number were out and you.
!
dispatch the battle Vegas.
"Write often and hurry some place
fruit and fruit lands, orchards ana ships to Cuban water was reached be all enjoyed the sermon.
(IJO fin Shirts, Fine French Percales or Madrass (M
Overshiner, who is somewhat bitter
oo
development. The names of cause of the need of
ll.UU Good Patterns, all Sizes.
ij 1 i4!J
precautionary
;
"Yours till the cows "come1 home,
Mr. and Mrs. Randolf have moved
;ihe incorporators, all of whom live measures and not with any Intention
"
'
with bestest
CO 0 Shirts Vefy "Serviceable, Unequaled in 0 Cf
In Roswell, and the amount of stock of Intervening. It is not the intent of on the Buffalo Jones ranch.
Overshiner, whois somewhat bitter
held by each fqllows: W. A. Nichols, the government to- make a naval deijlLiUlJ Making, a Special Value
Mr. Winburn will begin plowing this against his wife, whom he accuses
200 shares; R, M. Parsons, one share; monstration.
men friends,
of having too many
Fred C. Laird, 199 shares. The com(J0 fjn Shirts, Beautiful Figures, Splendidly (Q fl
Admiral Osterhaus, commander of week.
wines
and
late
declares
that
suppers,
ijJU.UU Made', all Sizes, Golf
which
for
$40,000,
pany is capitalized
the Atlantic fleet,. has been ordered
e
Mr. Bagwell reports that work ot the he has many letters from Jack Cur
4:,
Is divided Into 400 shares worth $100 to send one of his divisions to GuanShirts, Best Quality Silk, Stripes Only &q fi
(jJO
each at par. All the stock has been tanamo. The admiral ia at Key West new well is going fine and they are ley to his wife and that all those
JJ
-- With or Without French Cuffs.
JtUU
will
be read at the divorce
I
subscribed and paid In.
with the flagBhip Washington and down over 158 feet. He expects to letters
trial.
water
the
state.
in
best
the
Land for Homeseekers.
the Third and Fourth divisions of the have
A considerable body of land exclud-- d fleet The order for sending the ships
Buffalo Jones is makiug a trial of NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
from the Manzano national forest followed closely a conference SecreNew Yirlr June 5. Trading was of
new pump on the ditch before inthe
Become
1910
will
in
order
Knox
M.
H. Lewis,
subject tary
had with
by
to settlement " on June 25 at 9 o'clock president of the Guantanamo and stalling it in Ovana, where he expects the usual professional character during today's early session on the stock
a. m., and to entry and filing on July Western railroad, who earlier talked to irrigate the town.
"The
OF QUALITY'1
Coal shares again led the
exchange.
'4
25. The lands are located in town- with General Wood. .
Buy All
is now well known that not more movement with underlying strength
It
Absolutely
Townas
follows:
and
IF
ranges
ships
v3
than one case of rheumatism In ten in New York Central and other specuII
H
a
,1
I,
You
I,
ship 15 north, range 6 west; 14 north,
whatFast
J5s2.-requires any Internal treatment
7 west; 13 north, 3 west; 14 north,
h Ws- .There is no real need of anyone be- ever. All that Is needed is a free ap- lative issues standard specialties and
Needalso
of
relative
others
Importance
8 west 12 north,
east; 8 north, 7 ing troubled with constipation. Cham- plication of Chamberlain's Liniment
Colors
Tablets will cause an agree- and massaging the parts at each ap- made gains. Bonds were steady.
east; 10 north, 7 east; 12 north, 7 berlain's
able movement of the bowels without plication. Try it and see how quickThe market closed strong. Greater
east; 12 north, 8 east; 11 north, 6 any unpleasant effect. Give- - them a ly it will relieve
the pain and soreand activity was manifested
breadth
6
10
6
9
east;
ness. Sold by all dealers.
north,
east;
north;
trial. For sale by all dealers.

The annual encampment of tlie
Las Vegas troop of the Boy Scouts
will be held July 8 to July 20 on
the Rio de la Casa, according to the
plans of the organization. The boy
troopers will leave Las Vegas on the
Monday
morning following Fourth
of July, making a two day march to
,the camping grounds north of Mora.
A large number of the scouts have
signified their intention .of making
the trip, and all other boys of Las
whether members .of the boy
scout organization or
to
go should see Secretary Marwicfc of
the Y. M. C. A, who is scout master
and will have charge of the trip and
the camp.
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JOHNSON AND FLYNN

H

EKAIU8

in

se-

that

they are real bargains.

Hoffman

&

Graubarth

(The Popular Priced Store)
Agenti fot The Ntw Idea lOt Pattern

Phon Main 104.

BRAIDS AND PUFFS MADE
-T-

O

ORDER

OF HUMAN HAIR to match
any shade. Will also make
up your combings.
AT TAICHERTS

VEGAS 340

PHONE

KEEPING
OTHER

EACH
A WABY
For sign painting tee Hermann,
Fountain sguara.
A Wmbert came in yesterday afterThe Two Heavyweight Fighters Know Just What Is Going" On in
noon from his home in Mora.
Arthur R. Tillman left this afternoon
Their Rival's Camp Training" Work Is Open and a Follower
on a Bhort trip to Albuquerque.
of One Usually Manages to Watch the Other in His Boxing"
Local yiew post cards at Schaefers.
Work Sentiment Is Beginning to Turn Toward Flynn as a
35 Subjects
Always something new.
'
O. W. Howe of Raton was In Las
Likely Winner.
Vegas yesterday and today on busi
ness.
Love of the spectacular has impell- fUhter and his supporters say that
Miss Sadie O'Byrne returned this af
ed Jack Johnson, world's champion Flynn will be able to land on nothing
ternoon from an extended visit in El
heavyweight pugilist, to erect a tier! but thin air or Johnson's guard. But
Paso.
t
of bleachers around his outdoor gym- everybody is agreed that It will be no
Eugenio Romero, treasurer of San nasium on the West side.
The seats rlnch for either contender and that
Miguel, county, was in Santa Fe yes are
capable of accommodating several the fight will be Just what the woid
terday.
hundred people. Yesterday they were implies.
Judge H. L. Waldo, Santa Fe solici jammed. Johnson, who had exacted
Big crowds gather dally at the Flynn
tor in New Mexico, is in Santa Fe on the
modest toll of ten cents each from
business.
the spectators, took in enough to
Jams Orawley of Las Crucea came make a
merry jingle in his old stockin yesterday afternoon from hU home
ing bank. He declares the admission
on business.
charge is not a moneymaking scheme
M. M. Sundt, the contractor and
but merely a device to keep awayi the
mill man, left last night on train No.
Idle curious, who have been crowding
4 on a short
trip to Denver. .
the street b and occupying seats on the
R. M. Rohrer of the Topeka Mi:a
tops of nearby barns and fences every
Mining company, returned this after-ono- n time the colored boxer worked out.
from a ten days' business trip
Johnson worked out yesterday with
to Topeka.
bout and
Marty Cutler in a
Frank H. H. Roberts, president of went the same number of rounds
Ae "New Mexico Normal University, with "Kid" Calvin, a new recruit in
left last night for Santa Fe on, a the Johnson cavalcade.
he
Then
short business trip.
slammed the punching bag for the
Miss Katheryn Drake who has been
space of three rounds and ended the
in Las egaa the guest of Miss Helen
performance with some classy shadow
Kelly for the past ten days, left this boxing. Johnson finished strong and
afternoon
her home in Hodges.
declared he was feeling fine.
Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. H. Roberts and
In the Flynn camp, at 'Montezuma
their daughter, Mrs. Steinfeldt, came hot springs, the burly fireman boxed
in "yesterday afternoon
from their four round3 with Al Wiliams and four
horn ia Mora, on a shopping trip.
rounds with Ray Marshall. Howard
Mrsj lJ(v J. Green, after spending sev- Morrow had been excused on account
eral days in Las Vegas, left this after of a bum eye given him by Flynn in
noon for her home n New York City. a recent workout in the gymnasium
She stopped off en route from Califor After his
day's rest - Flynn worknia tast.
ed out In great shape. Trainer TomMrsr Carlos Dunn, accompanied by my Ryan announced his satisfaction,
her mother, Mrs. O. G. Schaefer, left declaring the performance to have
this afternoon for her home in Taos. been" the best since his arrival here.
Mrs. Schaefer will visit her daughter
Flynn Was in godd spirits and he went
several weeks.
through his stunts with zeBt. He is
Miss Ethel Brown of Wichita, Kan., becoming a master of the short-arwaa in Las Vegas today, stopping oft
jab, putting behind It all the steam and Johnson camps to watch the work
n route from hw of the kick of a Missouri mule. The outs. Each
(between trains
fighter usually Is repre
home to Albuquerque to visit Miss white hope also is showing more class
sented at the ringside of the other
Beulah Tillman.
is running off his superfluous flesh when the boxing practice is going on
H. W. Jacobs, Santa Fe assistant su at defensive work and Ryan expects tt
and it is a cinch that each Is study
perintendent of motive power, passed perfect him still more in this impor- ing the other and knows Just what
through Las Vegas this afternoon on tant department.
he is doing. Though be takes things
train No. 1 in business car No. 16 ei
Both Flynn and Johnson are taking coolly It Is easy to detect the fact
route from Topeka to California.
dally turns on the road and assert that Johnson is preparing for what
Dr. Peter Duket, who has been in they are reeling off the miles in better
regards as a sure enough battle and
Lag Vegas for several months, left this time each day. John Arthur says he no tame exhibition. Flynn always re
morning for Chicago where he vlll lo with rapidity, though, to be frank, he fers to the Fourth of July as "the day
cate. Dr. Duket is making the trip looks fat. The local fight fans are I
whip the black man" and he talks
across country in his Bulck touring
as though he believes what he says.
car.
With every mail the number of ap
Mrs. W. H. Meacham, accompanied
plications for seats for the big bout
by her son, Edward Meacham, will
Increases. This morning a letter ask
arrive tonight on train No. '9 from
ing for reservations for a large par
their home In Fort Madison, la., to
ty from Denver was received from
ivsit Mrs. Meaeham's daughter, Mrs.
Jack Haskell, the chief of umpires in
S. M. Martin.
the Western league, and Roy Lease a
State Good Roads Engineer W. R
nrnmlnsTit. Colorado
Springs man.
S my the came in yesterday afternoon
will
Lease
bring a train
and
Haskell
from Clayton wher he has been lor
load of fight fans from Denver, which,
several weeks supervising road con
in addition to the two trains to be
struction. Mr. Smythe made the trip
niintwl from that city by J. Ov Tal
to Watrous today to investigate the
bott, means an enormous delegation
Ite
the proposed bridge over the
from Denver. Haskell is an old friend
Mora river.
of Jim Flynn and Jack Curley, the
promoter of the mill, and is a strong
booster for the exhibition and a
in the Pueblo fireman, for the
GERMAN OFFICERS CALL
next champion.
The eastern newspapers are continuBob
ON PRESIDENT TAFT
ing their boosting for the bout
New
the
of
editor
Edgren, sporting
vnrfr Evening World, has come out
(
f mi it
devot
J MEN (IN COMMAND OF THE KAISstrong for it and last Saturday
n ER'S FLEET GUEST?
OF HON.
dope.
ed a column to Johnson-FlynJack Tlerney, a well known sporting
w OR AT WHITE HOUSE, t
man of Terre Haute, Ind., and a
Washington, June 5. The admiral
friend of Jack Curley, has written
of the German visiting squadron with
that he will leave for Las Vegas on
the captains of the cruisers Mo'tke,
June 15. Tierney is a Flynn backer
Stetin and Bremen and other officand will be at the ringside to watch
ers, Including - Prince Christian of
his favorite in action. John 0. Tal- arriv
bott, dfncial betting commissioner,
ed in Washington this morning from
who Is in Denver booking passengers
Hampton Roads to pay their respects
for his two special trains to Las Ve
to President Taft.
gas, is expected to arrive in Las Ve
This and other calls on officials of
gas within the next two days and will
the federal government will take up
open his office and prepare for the
much of their time. During the fore- divided upon the question of which ia rush. ,
noon they visited the ' secretary of the ibetter bet. The ' adherents of . A .letter,, addressed to Jack Curley
state and the secretary of the navy, Flynn have teen growing lit number was received in the offices this mornwearing the brilliant full .dress uni lately, although Johnson;; is" ; still a ing from .Willie Johnson of Trinidad.
'
favorite. Everybody Is agreed that If "Bill" Is a little newsboy, whose two
form of. the German navy.
of
the visitors Flynn can land a few of his fearful legs were cut off some time ago. He
A luncheon in honor
was arranged by the German embas- punches on Johnson's mldframe, ho wants to see the big bout and has
sador, Count Von Bernstorff, and af- will win the bout But Johnson Is written to the big hearted promoter
terward the German officers with the mighty fast and a wonderful defensive for a ticket.
four f American naval aides detailed
tq attend them, called on the presibiles for hire or who carry passengers
dent at the White House where they LIVERY AUTOS ARE in their gasoline wagons at stipulated
have been invited to dinner in the
rates. This license Is in addition to
evening. This banquet will form the
the regular yearly license of $5 for
TO BE LICENSED permission to operate a car in the city
most Important function of their solimits. Mr. Tamme says he will, be
journ, as during its course the president is tb address them on behalf of
obliged to obey his instructions to the
the United States and the German OWNERS OF CARS KEPT FOR HIRE letter ahd persons coming within the
MUST PAY CITY $20 A
,
admiral will reply.
scope of the order may expect to pay
YEAR
annual license. The city authorities
A sprained anklo may as a rule be
According to City Clerk Charles assert that they think the automobile
cured in from three to four days by Tamme he has received instructions to owners who maintain cars as a source
applying Chamberlain's Liniment and collect an annual license fee of $20 of revenue should be required to dig
observing the directions with each from all
persons who have automo up also.
bottle. For sale by all dealers.
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I Cafe De Luxe i

I

REGULAR DINNER

25o

I

SUNDAY DINNER

l

Finest A La Carte Bill in the State

I

3 5o
BARNES & RUSH,

DQNT YOU MISS AN

Props.

CAN

WHEN

PURCHASE

OP-

YOU

GRANITE

CHINAWARE

&

alone is worth more than that
amount
It Is said that Ray Keating, the
Lawrence pitcher and sensation of
the New England league, will Join
the Highlanders next fall. Keating
was a star with the Hamilton Canadian league team last seasoni "
Roger Salmon is pitching great ball
for the Wilmington team of th
e
league. Connie Mack still has
a string on the collegian and he will
very likely be back with the world's
champions next season.
They call Ralph Capron, of the Milwaukee team the ' Ty ' Cobb of the
American association. Capron is a
former Minnesota University football
Player and Is credited with doing a
hundred yards In 10
In football
togs.
The star slugfest of the' International league took place In Providence recently when the Grays beat
Baltimore 14 to
Thirty-threhits
for 69 bases, Including jajne triples.
live doubles, a homer and 18 singles
were Recorded during thfl . afternoon.
uv bwiq vi a game Between
Brooklyn and Boston played In June,
1907, shows that Just three of the 18
men that took part in the contest, remain In the major leagues. The Bos-io- n
players were Bweeney, Tenney,
Brain, Beaumont, Bates, Burke,
RItchey, Needham and Young, while
the Brooklyn team consisted of
Casey, Lumley, Batch, Jordan, Maloney, Lewis, RItter and Bell.
Sweeney, Bates and
Needham are

AT

THE

FOLLOWING

PRICES:
inch Hallow Pie PlatPs..,10c
Extra Deep Pie Plates
10c
Granite Seamless Cup
lOo
Extra Deep Cake Pans
lOo
Granite lqt Milk Pan
10c
Granite Pudding Pans
10c
Granite Basting Spoons
10o
10c
Lipped Sauce Pans
10c
Soup Ladle
25c
Large Sauce Pans
25o
Large Dairy Pans
25c
Large Preserve Kettle
25c
Large Berlin Kettles
25o '
Enameled Letter Boxei
Seamed Covered Buckets .... 25c
2 qt. tin Sprinklers...
25c
Tea Pots.....'.. ,. .25o
j Granite
25c
'igal ' Granite Cups.
Granite Fry "Pans
.....25c
'
Granite CaS Pans
25i
, Burnt Wood Boxes many
.25c
styles
Rockingham Tea Pots.. ...T5c
Highly glazed Jardinieres ..25c
Faience Porcelain Cuspid25q
ors
10 in. Decorated Ca'.cj Plates 25:
27x54 Japanese
matting
6

25c

Rugs

Jap colored Cups and
EEc
Saucers
Lace trimmed Corset Coders TEc
2 glazed Bowls, or Bakers.. 25c
300 paper Napkins, decor25c
ated
25c
Men's Leather Belts
16 in. Platters
......25c
25c
Bath Tub Seats

0

0

WITH THE BOXERS

4- -

Jim Duncan, the champion
thrower, is going to take up fcoilat;
"
'
next fall
Sam Langford and Joe Jeaci;. ;s
are billed to clash at Vernon, Ca!;f,
j
July 27.
d'-rc-

When your child has whooplr?$
cough be careful to keep the con a
loose and expectoration easy by gin
j
Chamberlain's Ough Remedy as n ay
be required. This remedy will also
liquify the tough mucus and m- - e It
easier to expectorate. It baa be, o m.
ed successfully in many epidemics and
is safe and sure. For sale by ail

e

.

dealers.

FRYE'S HOTEL
v.? ,
Wagon Mound, New Mexico
40 miles

notth of Las Vegas
i

On Ocean to Ocean Road
.

0

Income, 1911, $54,535,141.78
Policyholders In 1911
Policies in force 447,507.. Insurance in force
Albuquerque,

Rebel Oakes has been doing some
fancy clouting of late and helping the
Cardinals climb up among the chosen few.
With pitching championship ball
and hitting near the .300 mark it begins to look like a prosperous year
for Rube Marquard.
Cleburne is running away with the
pennant in the South Central league,
having won 25 of the first 32 games
played this season.
With a long series of games at
home the Detroit Tigers figure that
they have a real chance to go to the
front after all.
The Cincinnati Red3 found tough
picking against the Cubs and the
Cardinals, while the Giants went
right along winning their games.
Pitcher O'Toole and Catcner Kelly
make a strong battery fbr the Pirates and look to be worth all that
Barney Dreyfuss paid for them.
George Rohe, the former White
Sox third baseman and hero of the
world's series of 1906, has been released by the Mobile Southern lea-

We

7

Rate3 $3.00 Per

INSURANCE

CO.

'

N. F. LESUER,

,,

District Manager.

hand a complete stock of

At The Most Reasonable Prices
,

Get pur quotations before buying

LAS 'VEGAS LilfJBER GO.
'

Old Town

iLPhone Main 150

DANZIGER'S

BIG

STORE

DEPARTMENT

OLD TOWN

SOUTH SIDE PLAZA

Call and see our SHOF SPECIALS for the next lew days

Our unprecedented reductions on all loot wear wtl
surprise you.

as his veterans.
Com-lske-

"

have-o- n

,

.

85,627,462.1a
1,147,273,523.10

'

SCREEN DOORS, WINDOW SCREENS AND WIRE SCREENING

gue club.
The old Cub machine is still doing
business at the old stant. . Manager
Chance has not been able to find
youngsters that look as good to him
Of that $25,000 option on the Anderson team held by President
of the White Sox, Carolina association fans say that Bull Powell

..;
N. M.

. DANZIGER

y

1

III,

n

ALL GOOD FELLOWS GOTO

mwmw
;

OFFICIAL DISPENSER

OF

OLD RIPY WHISKEY
GOLDEN

COOES
-D-

All

DEER ON

RAUGHT-

Brands of Bottled Beer

and Bonded Whiskies
Family Trade Solicited

Phone Vegas 133 for
Wines, Liquors or Beer
Delivered Free.
AVE.
Si5 DOUGLAS Luck
Come and

Try Your

'

:

.

Capital Paid in

Surplus

$100,000.00

$50,000.00

J. M. CUNNINOMA'ri,
FRANK SPRINUER,

President'

f

"

T.

HOSK1NS,

LAS VEGAS
INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

Las Vegas Savings Bank
Capital Stock, $30,000.00
.

Office with the San Miguel National Bank

Wm. G. Ilajdon
II. W. Kelly
D. T. Uoskins

President
Vice President
Treasurer

Interest Paid on Deposis

'

n

If
01

i

Purely Mutual and Transacting Business only In the United States.
Statement December 31, 1911.
Assets
$ 285.575 '19.44
Liabilities (Including
$11,892,835.10
held to meet deferred dividend contracts $270,585,683.60
Funds for annual dividends payable in
1912 and for contingencies
14,989,835.84
285,575,214

BASEBALL NOTES.

f

t

MUTUAL LIFE
of Milwaukee, Wis.

25 CENT STORE

,

,

THE NORTHWESTERN

.

5-1-

'

2--

ll

t cot a

till in the major loagti
man in the Brooklyn lii
i
In the Us 1 ow. .

Trl-Stat-

,

'

t

ri

1912.
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PORTUNITY

fr

curing: a new and
lot of lingerie dresses at a
greatly reduced price.
Come and see them .
We will convince you

JUNE

four-roun- d

Here is one more of our
usual and attractive bargains.
We were fortunate

WEDNESDAY,

'

WINTERS DRUG CO.
Phone Main

OPTIC,

- ,i

429 Grand,

The man who does the
weighing, the measuring
the man who knows how
and why the man on
whom everything depends.
Our responsibility is never
lost sight of for a moment
tn prescription filling. Every
prescription leaving our
store is faultless from any
standpoint that you may
take. Tou may feel safe
and sure if we fill your
prescription.

VEOAt DAILY

Cuhler

X

)
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Board, unless claimed by owner on or
Estray Advertisement
AND CAFF
Ettray Advertisement
TOE LOBBY
1
It before June 22, 1912, sa'l date being
to
whom
Notice
given
hereby
t
whom
to
Notice la hereby given
de- 10 days after last appearance of this
,
HOHT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNER!
following de- may concern tnat tne following
, , may concern that the
sold
will
said
bs
was
advertisement
taken
animal
up
estray
scribed
by
estray
scribed estray animal was taken op by
THE BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE. flbWAio ni.ItY- by thia Board for the benefit of the
iv. W. Boulware, Roy, N. M.
J. S. Morgan, Alamogordo.
One bay, female colt 7 or owner when found.
One bay horse about 4
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
8
years old, weighing 625 lbs., 14
handi high.
years, 650 lbs., 13
Albuquerque, N. M.
bands.
F"""I
Branded
June
1st
1,
last pub. June1 12, '12.
pub.
Branded
k 1
On left shoulder
THOMAS J.MORTJMER
left
On
hip
NO.
LODGE
Said animal being unknown to this
DORADO
IS
CHAPMAN LOOCE NO C, A. F. A EL
Estray Advertisement
Meet
PYTHIAS
OF
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
KNIGHTt
Notice Is hereby given to whom It
A. M. Regular comEXPERT SHOE REPAIRING
cra
before June 22, 1912. said date being Board, unless claimed by owner on or may concern that the following deMonday
very
and
munication first
10 days after last appearance of this before June 22, 1912, said date being scribed
HalL
In
OaaUa
ning
was
taken up by
estray animal
81 21DOUGLAS AVENUE
third Thursday in
advertisement, said estray will be sold 10 days after last appearance of this W. G. Kobold, Mcintosh.
Visiting Knights are
month. Visiting broth-er- a
the
of
Invited.
t:
cordially
One sorrel stallion blazed
dvertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit
cordially invited.
E.
Cbas.
Uehsoa
owner when found.
by this Board for the benefit of the face, 700 lbs., 3 years. '
k. Murw.
RATE8 FOR CLASSIFIED ADVER. N. O. Herman, w. It;
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
aler. Chancel lot
owner when fouud.
Branded
A
M.
TISEMENTB
N.
Secretary.
BOAR
,
SANITARY
Commander.
Albuquerque,
CATTLE
Harry
On right hip
r.rns.zn.
Martin. Keeper
1st. pub. June 1, last pub. June. 12, 'II,
Albuquerque. N. M.
Prop
Branded
Five cents per line each Insertion. LAB VEQAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
Record sod Seal.
1st pub. June 1. last pub. June 12, '12
Cor. Grand audjjouglas Ave.
On right Jaw
Estimate six ordinary words to a Una.
Reg- KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
Said animal being unknown to this No ad to
ast Las Vegas, N. M
,
Estray Advertisement
occupy less space than two
conclave aacomi Te
Estray Advertisement
ELKS Meets second
Notice Is hereby given to whom It
Board, unless claimed by owner on or line. All advortla merit
1b
It
each moath at Mar B. P. O.
charged
whom
to
1
day
is
given
uoNotice
hereby
before June 22, 1912, said date being will bo booked at
fourth Tuesday etenlng of
may concern tnat me iouuwms
D.
C.
m.
set.
space
7:30
deactually
p.
tne louowing
sonic Temple at
10 days after last appearance of this
Vtaitia
scrlbed estray animal was taken up Dy may concern tnat
month at O R- C. hall.
without regard to number of words. Boucher. B. C; Chaa. Tamsne. re
scribed estray animal was taken up by advertisement, said estray will be sold
W. M. Shipp, Talban, N. M.
brothers are cordiaily incited. Gee
In advance preferred.
Cash
corder.
LAS VEGAS GARAGE
etna reft white faced fe- Charlie Hackett Corona.
Tn.jM,u- H. Hunker, Eialted Kukr n
by this Board for the benefit of the
One roan horse, 700 lbs., owner when found.
bands
12M
rears.
9
on
fchout
Condon. Secretary.
M BIEHL, Propietor
hands high.
yeaTB. 13
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
LAS VEOA CHAPTER No. S, ROYAL
high.
,11
convoca
Branded
ARCH MAON-tf- Ur
Branded
ATTORNEYS
Albuquerque, N. M.
la each
On
416 Grand Ave
left
tion
Monday
Ant
hip
'12.
st. pub. June 1, last pub. June 12,
On right hip
Temmoath at Masonic
HUNKER A HUNKER
Said animal being unknown to this
Phone Main 447
Branded
ple, at 7:10 p. m. It. R. Geo. H. Hunker
Clwwter A Hud.
Estray Advertisement
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
On right ribs
T. O.
H,
WilDama,
General Garage Business
P.;
It
whom
to
Is
Notice
given
hereby
before June 22, 1912, said late being
Attorneys at Law.
Branded
,
Blood, Secretary.
de
concern
the
New Meilea
that
following
may
this
of
10
Las
last
after
appearance
Vega,
days
On left Tibs
will be sold scribed estray animal was taken up by
said
advertisement
estray
L'S
Branded
OPTIC'S NUMBER, MAIN
RANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E.
R. Kutz, Lumberton.
by this Board for the benefit of the
On left hip
600
LOCAL TIME CASDJ
One
about
Sfetoata first and third Fridays In
horse,
bay
owner when found.
Maaomla Tempi a Mrs. T. & Bowen,
feet high, 2 or 3 years.
Said animal being unknown to this
lbs., 4
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
A.
Worthy Matron; Jamea O. RuUedge
Branded
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
EAST BOUND
Albuquerque, N. M.
j- - 1
On left shoulder.
Worthy PatroB; Mrs. George Trips, Arrive
before June 22, 1912, said date being 1st. nub. June 1. last Dub. June 12, '12.
Besan
Secretary. Phona Mala 32, 120 No. I.... 9:10 p. m.
10 days after last appearance of this
Said animal being unknown to this FARM HAND wanted. Apply at Ed
9:16 p. m
Manufacturer,
Carriage
Grand avanua.
ward E. Johnson's office. Pioneer
advertisement, said estray will be sold
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
11:10 p. l
No. 4. ...11:06 p m
Estray Advertisement
the
of
benefit
the
GcnefilBJcksmithing,
Las
M.
for
N.
Board
building.
East
this
before
date
Vegas,
June 22, 1912, said
being
by
1:25 a. m
1:16 a. m
No. 8
Notice Is hereby given to whom it
FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD
10 days after last appearance of this
owner when found.
NO. No. 10
2:10 . sl
1:45 p. m
concern that tne louowing
Carriage Painting
may
103 Meets every Monday
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
will be sold WANTED A competent cook. Refernight at
estray animal was taken up by advertisement, said estray
j
DEALER IN
O. R, C. HalL oa Douglas avenue, at
erences.
1927
of
the
Board
benefit
the
street
this
for
Albuquerque, N. M.
Apply
by
Eighth
WEST BOUtL
Valdez, Lumberton, N. M.
Felipe
o'clock.
owner when found.
1st. pub. June 1, last pub. June 12, '12.
Visiting members are No. I.'
Heavy Hardware andj
1:20 p. m.......l:46 p. sv
One sorrel mare 2 or
EL Gearing,
WANTED
Men and teams for
cordially welcome,
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
6:15 p. a.
No. 3
6:10 a. m,
feet nign.
years, 600 lbs., 4
'Wagon Material
lumber. Steady work; president; J. T. Buhl or, secretary; No. 7
Albuquerque, N. M.
freighting
m.
4:60 B. rv
4:40
Advertisement
p.
Branded
Estray
fmm
C. B. Bally, treaeirer.
good pay. Apply Leonard & Cousin,
I i 1 1st. pub. June 1, last pub. June 12, '12.
6:36 p.
No. 9
On left shoulder
Notice Is hereby given to whom it
m.....y7:00 . a.
East Las Vegas Qr Sands, N. M,
may concern tnat tne roiiowing de
Said animal being unknown to this
Advertisement
Estray
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERIC
scribed estray animal was taken up by Board, unless claimed by owner on or Notice is hereby given to whom it
A CARD
WANTED Room and board In pri
Meet In the forest of brother
Des
Calletano Martinez, North
Moines, before June 22, 1912, said date being may concern that the following deThis is to certify thafFoley's Honey
vate
love
LAY AND HAVENS
of
refinement
Woodmen
at
family
lady
of the Wor
by
One bay mare about 10 10 days after last appearance of this scribed estray animal was taken up by
and Tar Compound does not contain
past middle age. Wishes to avoid
hall, on the second and tourth P? opiates, any habit forming drugs, or
650 lbs.
will be sold Nick Montoya, Golden.
years,
weighing
said
advertisement
estray
contact with healthseekers. State
day of each month at 8 p. m. C. CI
any Ingredients that could possibly
Livery, Feed and Sales Stables.
Branded
One sorrel horse, 2 hind
41 by this Board for the benefit of the
harm
terms.
Its users. On the contrary, its
G. Laemmle, Clerk, vial
Address
Box
Consul;
D.,
98.,
On left shoulder
owner when found.
legs white, 700 lbs.. 11 or 12 hands
Good Rigs & Prompt Service
great
healing and soothing qualities
are
lug neighbors
especially w
make it a real remedy for coughs,
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Branded
high.
com and cordially invited.
1202 National Ave
Phone Main 71
colds and Irritations of the throat
On left hip
Branded
Albuquerque, N. M.
chest and lungs. The genuine Is in a
On left hip
Said animal being unknown to this 1st pub. June 1, laBt pub. June 12, '12.
J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 541 yellow package. Ask for Foley's Hon
FOR RENT Furnished rooms with
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
ey and Tar Compound and accept no
I. O. of B. B. Meets
Said animal being unknown to this
very first substitute. O. G. Schaefer and Red
or without board. Modern convent
Estray Advertisement
before June 22, 1912, said date being
or
on
owner
unless
claimed
Board,
by
the
month in the reatry Cross Drug Co.
Tuesday of
JOHN N. KINNEY
Notice Is, hereby given to whom it
10 days after last appearance of this
ences. 1235 Seventh street.
before June 22, 1912, said date being
rooms of Temple Montefiore at (
concern
the
that
following
may
advertisement, said estray will be sold
before May 3, 1912, said dale being
o'clock p. m. Tlai ting brother are
estray animal was taken np by 10
FOR
ACCOUNTANT AND AUDITOR
Helped to Keep Down Expenses
First class Underwood
by this Board for the benefit of the
days after last appearance of this
Isaac Appel
conKaiy invited
Mrs. J. E. Henry, Akron, Mich, tells
Hal Cox, Organ City.
owner when found.
Telephone Olive 6242,
said estray will be sold
advertisement,
President; Char lea Greenclay, Seo how she did so: "I was bothered
One dun mare, 7 years
Phone Main 40.
Eixth and Douglas.
, CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
by this Board for the benefit of the
with my kidneys and had to go nearly
rotary.
600
lbs.
FOR
old,
RENT
Two
room
double. I tried a sample of Foley
furnished
owner when found.
Albuquerque, N. M,
'
Branded
house. 921 Lincoln.
Kidney Pills and they did me so much
1st pub. June 1, last pub. June 12, 12
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
KNIGHTS OF C0LUMBU8, COUNCi
On left hip
good that I bought a bottle, and fetrt--th- at
Albuquerque, N. M.
.NO. 804. Meets second and fomr.
, PETER P. MACKEL
they saved me a big doctor's
Said animal being unknown to this 1st. pub. June 1, last pub. June 12, '12. t u kisivt One, two or three n'.ce
!
HOUSE AND SIGN PAINTING
bill." O. G. Schaefer and Rod rioz
Thursday in O. R. C. hall. Pione
Estray Advertisement
rooms
on
or
owner
claimed
unless
with
bath, price low. 1023
by
' Hardwood Finishing, Paper Hanging
Drug Co.
Notice Is hereby given to whom It Board,
building. Visiting members are c
Third street
before June 22, 1912, said date being
Mrs. Lela Love, wife of Wiley Love,
Estray Advertisement
and Glazing.
Invied. Peter Emenaker, G.
may concern that the following dedially
a farmer living near Covena, Ga,
10 days after last appearance of this
Notice Is hereby given to whom It
Estimates Cheerfully Given.
Richard
scribed estray animal was taken up by
K,
Devine, F. 8.
says: "I have taken Foley Kidney
advertisement, said estray will be sold may concern that - the following deWest Side Plaza . . ; . Old Town Marcellno Sanchez, Los Padlllas.
Pills and find them to be all you
was
the
cf
scribed
benefit
the
animal
taken
for
this
Board
up by
estray
I. O. O. F, LAS VEGAS LODGE NO claim for them. They gave me almost
One 9 pear old black horse by
Mt.-owner when found.
Rocky
Supply Co., Koehler.
1.
700 lbs.
Meets every Monday evening a. icstant relief when my kldney.j were
THE ROMERO ADV. CO about
One sorrel mare, 13 hands FOR SALE Heavy draught team, har
and inactive. I can cheerfully
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
their
Branded
hail on Slith street All visit sluggish
recommend them to all sufferers from
ness and wagon. Call at Optic of
N. M.
high.
Albuquerque,
On left hip
"PUBLICITY EXPERTS"
ing brethren cordially invited to at kidney troubles." O. G. Schaefa- - and
fice.
1st pub. June 1, last pub. June 12, '12, uranaea
01
tend. J . D. FridenstJne, N. G.; Red Cross Drug Co.
SIGNS FOR YOUR
On left hip
Said animal being unknown to this
Frank Fries, V. G.; T. M. Elwood
Said animal being unknown to this (UK sale Buff Plymouth Rock
Estray Advertisement
OFFICE, STORE OR FACTORY Board, unless claimed by owner on or
Secretary; Karl Wertx, Treasurer
bai'y chicks, $12 per 100. Orders
Notice Is hereby given to whom it Board, unless claimed by owner on or
C. Y. Hedgcock,' cemetery trustee.
When Buying, Buy Only the Best
Muslin Signs, Office Lettering ' before June 22, 1912, said date being
filled until July l. Mrs. M. E. Stev
10 days after last appearance of this may concern that tne louowing de before June 22, 1912, said date being
Costs no more but gives the best
Window Display Cards
Results
ens, Humboldt, Kan.
advertisement, said estray will be sold scribed estray animal was taken up by 10 days after last appearance of this
O.
F.
Meets
)E.
first
and
Tueo
third
Wall & Bulletin Display Signs
H. L. Blomqulst Esdaile, Wis, says
this Board for the benefit of the C. T. Turmey, Mesilla Park.
be sold
said
will
advertisement
by
estray
Yellow Front
day evenings each month, at Wood his wife considers Foley's Honey and
owner when found.
One red and white spotted by this Board for the benefit of the
SEE JENSEN Fountain Squire
man hall. Visiting Brothers cor Tar Compound the best cough cure
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
cow, 750 lbs., 7 or 8 years.
on the market "She has tried vaM
A.
dially invited to attend.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Branded
rious kinds but Foley's gives the best
Albuquerque, N. M.
C.
E.
Adler,
Se
President;
Ward,
AGENTS making $10 daily selling
result of all." O. G. Schaefer and
1st. pub. June 1, last pub. June 12, '12.
Albuquerque, N. M.
On right ribs
retary.
"Titanic Disaster" hook and "RooseRed Cross Drug Co.
1st. pub. June 1, last pub. June 12, 12.
Said animal being unknown to this
velt and His Policies." Prices $1.00
LAWN MOWERS SHARPENED
'
.
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
Estray Advertisement
and $1.50; 607o commission; 60
Lock and Gunsmith Bicycle and
Estray Advertisement
Notice Is hereby given to whom it before June 22, 1912, said date being
RETAIL
to general agents; freight paid; creIs
Notice
to
whom
it
given
hereby
General Repairing
may concern tnat the following de- 10 days after last appearance of this may concern that the following dedit given; outfits free. Internation520-6t- h
MM lb. Of Mora, Each Delivery
... 20c
E. Las Vegas scribed estray animal was taken up by advertisement, said estray will be sold scribed estray animal was taken up by al Bible House, Dept. P.,
10a la.
Street
Perry
LtW 'he. to kVto Itoa, CmH DeNvery
CSo par 1M lbs
Marcellno Sanchez, Los Padlllas.
by this Board for the benefit of the Rocky Mt Supply Co, Koehler, N. M.
Bldg, Philadelphia.
Iba. to 1,00s Iba Caol. Delivery
SO per 1M Ik.
One bay horse, 12 years owner when found.
One bay horse, white strip
6 lb, to tM Iba, Baah Delivery
Oo per lat lb.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
old, weighing 800 lbs.
In face, 14 hands high, 8 or 9 years.
DR. H. W. HOUF
641
Lea
Than
Each
Iba,
Mo
M.
N.
iM lb.
Delivery
Branded
Albuquerque,
Branded
Resiencence 1016 Fifth St.
j
On
'12
June
12,
left
last
June
1,
1st.
pub.
hip
pub.
On
shoulder
606
left
Office
Grand Avenue
STOLEN One small bay horse, also
A
Said animal being unknown to this
.
Phones 'Res. Main 293. Office Main 46
harness and open buggy with red
Said animal being unknown to this
Advertisement
Estray
on
or
owner
4
unless
claimed
m
Board,
Office hours 10 to 12 m.; 2 to p.
by
on
TM
Horse
branded
left
gear.
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
Notice Is hereby given to whom It "before June 22, 1912,
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity,
said date, being
before June 22, 1912, said date being may concern that the following dehip. Suitable reward for any inforand Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas
10
of
last
this
after
appearance
days
mation Ipflrllna tn raonvtvrv T3an
Famous Office 701 Douglas Avenue.
A sprained anklo may as a rule be 10 days after last appearance of this scribed estray animal was taken up 'by
'.
advertisement, said estray will be sold
(
Brohn.
cured in from three to four days by advertisement, said estray will be sold Hal Cox, Organ City.
of
Board
for
benefit
the
the
this
by
applying Chamberlain's Liniment and by this Board for the benefit of the
One roan horse 2 years,
owner when found.
observing the directions with each owner when found.
500 lbs.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
bottle. For sale by all dealers.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Branded
N. M.
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Albuquerque, N M.
1st. pub. June 1, last pub. June 12, '1

Estray Advertisement

Notice is hereby given to whom
may concern that the following described estray animal was taken up by
A. R. Carnahan, Sherman, N. M,
One dark dun blaze face,
black mane and tall, horse, about 675
lbs., 13 hands high, 7 or or 8 years
old.
,
To-wl- t:

Branded
On left hip
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before June 22, 1912, said date being
10 days after last appearance of this
advertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the

In making your preparations for
Ithe hot weather which is coming, It
would not be amiss to lay In a goodly supply of Ice. Our Ice Is pure and
wholesome and can be relied upon to
give the best of satisfaction. When owner when found.
In need of Ice, order from
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
THE CRYSTAL ICE CO.
Albuquerque, N. M.
Phone Main 227
1st. pub. June 1, last pub. June 12, ;i:

'

Albuquerque,

Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or 1st. pub. June 1, last pub. June 12, '12
Mrs.' M. A. McLaughlin, 512 Jay St,
before June 22, 1912, said date being
Wis., writes that she sufferLaCross,
this
of
10 days after last appearance
all
of pains in her back and
ed
kinds
advertisement, said estray will be sold hips on account of kidney troubla and
of
the
benefit
Board
the
for
rheumatism. "I got some of Foler
by this
owner when found.
Kidney Pills, and eiter taking them for
a few days there was a wonderful
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
change in my case, for the vain entireAlbuquerque, N. M.
ly left my back and hips and I am
1st. pub. June 1, last pub. June 12, '12 thankful there 's such a medicine as
Foley Kidney Pills." 0. 0 Sahaefer
and Red Cross Drug Co.
Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom it
It is now well known that not more
may concern that the following described estray animal was taken up by than one case of rheumatism in ten
requires any internal treatment what
Wm. Gallagher, Elizabethtown.
ever. All that is needed is a free apOne bay mare 3 years old, plication of Chamberlain's Liniment
700
lbs.
11
hands high,
white face,
and massaging the parts at each ap
plication. Try it and see how qutcit.
Branded
ly it will relieve the pain and soreOn right hip
ness. Sold by all dealers.
To-wl-

Branded
TT
On left hip
Said animal being unknown to this

LJ

Old papers for sale.

Lost

LOST, strayed or stolen from pasture
four miles east of Onava, small
bay pony, top half of mane rubbed
off, with saddle, bridle and rope.

Reward for information leading to
return to owner. D. H. Kunkle,
Box 404, East Las Vegas, or Investment and Agency Corporation.

When your child has whooping
cough be careful to keep the cough
loose and expectoration easy by Eivlns
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy as may
be required. This remedy will also
liquify the tough mucus and make it
easier to expectorate. It has been used successfully in many epidemics and
is safe and sure. For sale by all
dealers.

There is no real need of anyone be
ing troubled with constipation. Chamberlain's Tablets will cause an agree
able movement of the bowels without
any unpleasant effect Give them
Optic office. trial. For sale by all dealers. ,

ANT Ads
Are Best

Market Finders
Classified ads. search out the people to whom
among al
the particular thing is worth moat.
That property you want to sell isJWORTH MOST to someone who reads the ads. in this newspaper and would never
hear of your property unless it were advertised here.
Others, who read and answer ads. in this newspaper want
(and are anxious to find and pay. cash for) books, automobiles,
used machinery and furniture, articles of usefulness of
any
sort, and musical instruments.
As the classified ads. are read by all possible
buyers, of al
possible sorts of things, they have come to be the finders of the
best markets!

of those who MIGHT BUY

x
-

.

COUNTY

COMMISSIONERS PROCEEDINGS
(Ccntinued From page Three)

ritatv-4.-

t

i

n t,

.

.

w.uv "uu.i.t7 me
out
roiowing
standing accounts against the county
of San Miguel are hereby approved
and orlered paid out of the general
county deficiency fund, and the clerk
of this board In hereby instructed to
draw varram in iayment of the following accounts against the county
treasurer out of the general coumy deficiency fund,
numtro .Mercantile company,
for county prisoners, $55.30.
,i J. R. Gallegos. interpreter justice of
th pence court, $2.
r, W. G. Ward, salary district at
T. fourth quarter. 1311, $200.
tc
Optio Publishing company,
to-wi-

publish-delinque-

sheriff,

$S.

nill.-age-

a

county as engineer, $30.
S. Powers, five
days services for
as engineer, $28.
county
ery, ballots, etc., $327.1.1.
Cruz Lucero, witness In justice of
Opti? Publishing company, publish'
the peace court and mileage $12.50.
delinquent
tax
list.
1.409,
$529.78
ing
Jose Ines Sena, fees as witness In
OptlJ Publishing company, publishJustine
of the peace court and milenojice
of
taxpayers, etc., $20.10.
ing
$16.25.
adver- age,
Optic, fcibllshlng company,
L. E. Armijo, Interpreter to justice
tisement for bids for construction of
of
the peace court, one day, $2.
bridges In San Miguel county, $10.
toargarlto Gonzales, fees as witness
Optic Publishing company, gentral
In justice of the peace court, and
record with canvass cover, $35.
Optio Publishing company, station- mileage. $13.75.
City of Las Vegas, 85 feet 15 inches
ery for county offices, $28.75.
feet 12 incheB S pipe,
Optic Publishing company, station S. pipe and 37
$69.75.
El Independlente Publishing
pany, publishing commissioners

compro-

ceedings, $453.18.
El Independlente Publishing company, publishing four Issues delinquent
tax list, 1909,' $529.78.
D. R. Murray, fees as Justice of the
peace $8.
D. R. Murray, fees as justice of the
peace, $8.
D. R. Murray, fees as justice of the
15,000 blue ballots, $22.50.
El Independlente Publishing com- peace, $16.50.
D. R. Murray, fees as justice of the
pany, publishing delinquent tax lists,
peace, $12.50.
D. R. Murray, fees as Justice of the
Albino Sandoval, constable's fees,
$14.25.
peace, $19.30.
D. R. Murray, fees as Justice of the
W. P. Mills, professional services
for county, $10.
peace, $13. '95.
t
M. F. Des Marals, professional ser-- i
Alejandro Aragon, fees as deputy
1911,

A

VEQA

DAILY OPTIC, WEDNESDAY,

JUNE

5, 1912.

'

'

$574.20.

e

t:

postayaa't,1

.

SE,

SW,

f

OPTI
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BEP A RTMENT

AS turned out some classy work for the 1912 graduating classes.

It is

prepared to do invitation and book work and can furnish both social and
business stationery of individuality and quality. Figures cheerfully furnished
on any kind of work.

li

j

vices for the county, $20.
Secundlno
Romero, sheriff's fees, provided by law.
Dated Las Vecas, N. M , March B, 61200 slack, $79.35.
M. F. Des Marals, professional ser $33.75.
Comes now George E. Morrison, 1912.
Lndwlg Wm. rifd, merchandise
vices for the county, $36.
Secundino
Romero, sheriff's fees. county engineer, and submits to the
FIDEL ORTIZ. Chairman.
and repairing to court house and Jail,'
M. F. Des Marals, professional ser $72.
board his official bond In the sum of
Comes now Eugcnlo Romero, treas- $27.95.
,
vices for the county, $56.
Secundlno Romero, six days attend ($5000.00) five thousand dollars for urer and collectors of
San Miguel coun
Rod Cross Drug company, stationD. R. Murray, fees as Justice of the ance county commissioners, 19
days the faithful performance of his duties ty. New Mexico, and submits to the ery for county offices, $11.23.
peace, $21.70.
attendance Pet fourth quarter, 1911, as county engineer of San Miguel board his
Red Cross Drug company, merchanmonthly statement of all
D. R. Murray, fees as justice of the $50.
county. New Mexico, and the board taxes, etc., collected during and end dise for (Archuleta) county
prisoner,
peace, $11.75.
Secundino Romero, boarding coun- having examined said bond did ap ing the month of
February, A. D. $1.25.
D. R. Murray fees as Justice of the ty prisoners, December, 1911, $264.60. prove the same as to form and
suffi 1912, said statement was approved by
Pilar Abeytla, repair to court bou-ipeace, $21.30.
Secundino Romero, fuel and com ciency of surety.
the board.
clock,
$6.65,
I). R. Murray, fees as justice of the mittment, October, 1911, $34.
It Is now ordered that the board do Comes now Roman Gallegos, sheriff Manuel Tafoya, fees as Justices of
peace, $14..
Secundlno Romero, fuel and com now take a recess until 2 p. m.
and submits to the board his state the peace, $5.75.
Felipe Baca y Garcia, fees as Jus mittment, November, 1911, $75.
Afternoon Session
ment Of Hquort licenses collected by
Flladelfo Tafoya, Interpreter to jus
tlce of the peace, $5.25.
Pablo Baca, constable's fees,, $15.46.
The board met as per recess.
him during and ending the month of tice of the peace court, one day, $2.
Pelie Baca y Garcia, fees as Jus
Rosario Abeytla, witness In Justice
Present: Fidel Ortiz, chairman; February, A. D., 1912, said statement
Herman C. Herrera, Interpreter '.o
tice of the peace, $6.15,
of the peace court, $4.90.
John II. York, county commissioner; was approved by the board.
Justice of the peace court, one day $2.
F. J. Gehrtng, repairing court house, Antonio A. Gallegos, county commisFelipe Baca y Garcia, fees as Jus
The following accounts against the
II. J". Mueller, professional services
tice of the peace, $5.95.
,
$88.50.
sioner; Lorenzo Delgado, clerk to the county of San Miguel were approved to county prisoners, $5.
Romero Mercantile company,
Felipe Baca y Carcla fees as Jus
mer board and Interpreter.
and ordered paid and warrants orderM. C, Sehlott, cashier, light rent for
tice of the peace, $6.
chandise for county, $21.05.
In the matter of the correction on ed lsued for
payment of same against court house and bridge, $38.
Felipe Baca y Garcia, fees as Jus
It Is now ordered that the board do tax rolls descriptions of land- - belong- the county treasurer,
Felipe Baca y Garcia, Justice of th
tice of the peace, $14.50.
now adjourn until the regular meeting ing to Faustln Padllla.
H. G. Smith, for bridge Inspection, peace fees. $28.75.
Pablo TJHbarrl, fees bb justice of the March 5. 1912.
It appearing to the board of county $54.
Agua Pura company, water rent for
f
peace $5.60.
FIDEL ORTIZ,
T. McEIroy, Interpreter tn Justice month of March, $25. .
commissioners of the county of San
Pablo TJlibarrt, fees as Justice of the Attest:
Chairman.
Miguel, state of New Mexico, that the of the peace court, one day $2.
Felipe Lopez, Interpreter to Justice
LORENZO DELGADO, Clerk.
peace, $5.75.
tax rolls of this county show indefinHerman C. Hen-era- ,
services for of the peace court, $2.
M
March 5, 1912. ite descriptions of certain land locat- copying
Alberto Romero, constable's
Las Vegas, N.
fees,
plat book, $20.
LIghtow Manufacturing Stationed,
The board of county commissioners ed within the Las Vegas grant and
precinct No. 14, $5.30.
Roman Gallegos,
sheriff's fees, company, 500 monthly report blanks,
Secundlno Romero, boarding coun- met 1n regular session at 10 a. m.
deeded by the board of trustees of $11.25.
$8.50.
ty prisoners, November, 1911, $280.
Present:
Fidel Ortiz, chairman; the Town of Las Vegas, administer
Roman Gallegos,
Martinez Publishing company,
sheriff's fees,
t
'
William B. Stapp, fees as deputy John H. York, county commissioner; ing the Las Vegas grant to Faustln $16.25.
subscription, $2.50.
Antonio A. Gallegos, county commis Padllla, as hereinafter more particu
Roman Gallegos,
sheriff, $30.25.
sheriff's fees,
Santiago Lujan, constable feea.
Secundlno Romero, fees as sheriff, sioner, Lorenzo Delgado, Clerk to the larly described, and upon which land $22.35.
'
$9.07.
v
board and interpreter.
the' said board of trustees paid taxes
$56.50.
M. A. Sanchez, compensation on t '
Pablo Jaramillo, lnterprter In JusThe minutes of the regular session for all the years from 18885 to 1907.
Secundlno
tice of the peace court, one day, $2.
Romero, sheriffs fees,
of 1908 and 1907, $12.33.
of February 5 and 7 were read, ap
$14.
M. A. Sanchez, to schedules, expi
It Is ordered that the treasurer of Roman Gallegos, for 'boarding counSecundlno
Romero, sheriff's fee?. proved and signed In open Eesslon,
the said county of San Miguel make ty prisoners, month of February, and etc, $15.80.
$01.75.
In the matter of the appointment of and spread upon the tax rolls of this $200.75.
J. H. York, compensation on ta- - ,
Secundino
Roman Gallegos, fuel, etc., for month 1911, $136.45.
'(
Romero, sheriff's fees, a justice of the peace for precinct county a collector's assessment on
I
' M. A. Sanchez,
$41.50.
No. 3.
the land of said Faustln Padllla, as of February, 1912, $71.
Secundlno
Cruz Segura, court house Janitor, assessor's office, $11.
Romero, sheriff's fees,
Comes now Jose D. Blea, a pustlce hereinafter described, of fifty dollars
$52.51.
of the peace in and for Precinct No. ($50.00) said amount to cover all the $35.
Charles Ilfeld company, merchanRoman
Romero Mercantile company, mer- dise for county prisoners, $26.20.
sheriff's
Gallegos
fees, 3 and submits his resignation as such years of 1885' to 1906 both inclusive
$39.73.
D. W. Lee, manager, telephone rent,
Justice of the peace on account of and that upon payment of the taxes chandise for county prisoners, $2.30.
Secundlno
Ramon Madrid, salary as road su- $20.
Romero, sheriff's fees, having moved his Residence to other based upon said assessment, the tax
$38.
Jesus Ma. Vllanueva, salary aa R.
precinct, and the board having duly es upon said land for all of said years pervisor, precinct No. 2, $60.95.
Secundlno
Romero, sheriff's fees. considered the said resignation and be considered paid and satisfied.
Gross, Kelly & Co., merchandise for S. 1904, $18.
$37.97.
David Sandoval, sheriffs fee, dep
That said land Is described as fol county prisoners, month of February,
acting on the recommendation of the
Secundino
1912, $11.40.
Romero, sheriff's fees, republican central committee of Pre lows:
uty, $1.75.
$16.50.
Sebero Lucero, salary as road overTS
cinct No. 3, does hereby appoint Pablo
The Missouri Valley Bridge & Iron!
of the N
of thd SE'i N of
Secundino
Romero, sheriff's fees, TJllbarri a justice of the peace to fill the S
seer, 1912, precinct No. 15, $63.50.
of the
company, part payment on account
S
of the N
$55.75.
the vacancy caused by the resignation of the SWtf. N
of the S of
J. M. Martinez, salary as road over- $169.73.
Secundino
Romero, sheriff's fees. of Jose D. Blea, and for the said Paall In Section 36 Township 16 seer, precinct No". 1, $66.35.
$20.75.
blo ITlibarrl to qualify into office as North, Range 16, East.
D. W. Condon, car coal No. 74940- (To Be Continued Tomorrow.)
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OarloB Flores, fees as witness ami
,
$3.50.
Cayetano Chaves, fees at witness In
Justice of the peace court, and mile
age, $3.50.
Juan Lucero, fees as witness In Jus
tice of the peace court and mileage,
$3.50.
I.oula Crpln, fees as constable,
precinct No. 10, $14.75.
PeluRio Arguello, fees as Justice of
the pence, $8.60.
Rosendo Gardunlo, fees as justice of
the peace, $5.75.
,
John B. Pinard, Interpreter to justice of the peace court, $2.
Pacomlo Varela, attending Candela-riMarquoz, a pauper, $5.
S. Powers, six days services for

tax list, 1910, $574.20.
, Optio Publishing company, station

ery, etc., $9.75
Ben Coles, deputy sheriff, fee, $14.50
Louis C. Ilfeld, professional services
insanity case before district court, $60.
Andres Gutierrez, constable's fees,
precinct No. 50, $8.20.
Nestor Griego, fees as Justice of
the peace, $4.60.
Francisco Lucero y Salz, fees as
deputy sheriff, $6.35.
New Mexico Printing Co printing
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Some

in stock, the best we have

seen in several seasons.

than the new.
7 Pounds

I

DAILY OPTIC,

Better

J

JUNE 5, 1912.

WHYJjENT?

Try a dram of Old Taylor bourbon
,
at th. Opera Bar.

A

Spanish dance at Rosenthal hall to
night Lemonade will be served
.

The largest stock of summer
wear to keep cool at Talcherfs,
las avenue.

WEDNESDAY,

HART SCHAFFENER

k

We will Sell you all this week a good

cot.

guaranteed falding Canva Cot for $1.50. Cash

underDoug-

on delivery.

Phone

rVIaln

Hart Schaffener &jMaix

for 25c

u

Hello! Where are you going?
To the White Kitchen to get a good
25c meal. Home cooking.
Open day

Store That Sells For Cash

At The Store That Sells For Less

i

t
AT THE STORE THAT'S

E

ALWAYS

BUSY

and night

to-

i

)In Fresh Vegetables

t

V

.

1

1
Green Onions

Radishes
Parsley

Asparagus
Summer Squash

:

New Potatoes

Pi

The Harmony club will meet tomor
row afternoon with Mrs. George
Schoeny, at her home, 920 Jackson

The Ladles' Aid society of the avenue.
Dr. H. W. Houf ha removed from
Christian church will meet with Mrs.
his homa on Sixth street to tbe HamWalter Hayward, 906 Fourth street,
Through Bacharach Brothers Jact
mond home on FiftH street, recently tomorrow
Johnson has purchased a large, hand
afternoon at 2:30.
purchased by him.
somely mounted cinnamon bear skin,
The Las Vegas lodge of the B'Nal which he will ship to his home In Chi
The Missionary society of the MethB'Rlth gave a dance last night In the cago. The hear was one killed last
odist church will meet at the home of O.
R. C hall. The affair was well at- fall In the mountains west of here
Mrs. J. R. Kirk, 212 Ninth street,
tended and one of the most enjoyable by S. L. Fisher of Mineral Hill. The
Thursday afternoon at 2:30.
of the recent lodge dances.
"Big Smoke's" friends have a hunch
that when he returns to the Windy
Summer underwear exhibit, of all
The Altar guild of St Paul's Memo City he will have a story doped out
kinds. Talcum cloth and Balbriggans,
rial Episcopal church will meet tomor about how he killed "Br'er Bear."
also for the athletic young man. See row afternoon at 4:15 o'clock with
Taichert's store, Douglas avenue.
Miss Gladys Gibson, at the Gibson - Secundlno Romero has joined the
ranks of Irrigation farmers. While n
718 Seventh street.
"Hurrah for Flynn" printed In big home,
Denver, from which city he returned
letters on a card was foVnd In the top
The Fortnightly club gave its first yesterday, Mr. Romero purchased an
of a box of type received this morning
dance of the summer season last night irrigation plant which he will install
by The Optio Publishing company In
the parlors of the Commercial club. on his ranch at El Cuervo. The
from Barnhart Brothers, and Spindler,
Only ten couples were present, ,out equipment includes a pump which
type founders of Kansas City, Evi the dance was an
will throw 1,100 gallons a minute.
enjoyable one.
dently the Pueblo fireman has some
Mr. Romero will dig an elaborate
enthusiastic backers in that printing
de Warlck has filed system of ditches for conveying the
Rosana
Faren
"
office.
suit for divorce from her huBband, water ta his fields. He will derive
Warick, alleging abandon- his supply from- a large arroyo In
Augustin
Dell M, Potter, national organizer
The which there is a deep water hole capment, cruelty and nonsupport.
of the
highway, who
couple were married in October, 1907. able of furnishing water for many
was In Las Vegas Monday with the
weeks during' the warmest and driest
Los Angeles Times car, telephoned
The Meadow City Dancing club will summers. Mr. Romero also has an
from Raton last night saying that he
hold Its regular fortnightly dance Inexhaustible spring on his place. He
left a flexible leather covered book
Thursday, evening In the O. R. C. hall. will have his pump put in at once
at the Commercial club. George Flem- This
will be the last dance of the and get his
system to working as
ing, the secretary, is unablo to. locate season and a
crowd Is expected. soon as possible.
large
volume

Soup Bunches

Cucumbers

Rhubarb

New Beets

New Turnips

New Carrots

Spinach

Celery

New Peas & etc.

GROCER-

SEE! This fine Dinner
Set for 5 Coupons from
AND
$3.90
EMPRESS Flour CASH
RBQULA

RETAIL VAUjm,

GERMEMPRESS, you know, is that "Mighty-Good- "
AN-MI
LLEO Flour that makes Baking a Delight

ALL GROCERS

FOR
SALE

Try aiSacklYoxi'll Like

BY

AO

It.

BLANKETS
Our work in Navajo Blankets is pleasing all who see it,
our method leaves them soft
and velvety like new.
Send in your lace curtains,
we are equiped to handle
these properly.
Ask

have tried

those-wh-

this service, they will tell
you it is satisfactory.

ft.

At

The Home of The Bestof Everylhing Eatable
Fresh Kansas City and Native Heats,

Las Vegas Steam
Laundry
Phone Mtia

BO

617 Dough$

Are

ABDUL IS COMING.
Abdul the Turk, noted
wrestling
and general sporting follower and
one of the best rubberdowns in the
world, will be in Flynn's corner on

according to a message received today by H. W. Lanigan from
Jack Curley. Curley engaged Abdul
while in Los Angeles. The Turk will
arrive, here late Monday evening.
Mr., and Mrs. Ourley today left Los
Angeles for Las Vegas and will
here tomorrow evening on the
July

ar-riv- e

Chicago Limited. Mrs, Tommy Ryan,
arwife of Flynn's tralner-in-chlerived from Chicago today on train
No. 1. She and Mr. Ryan will be at
home soon in a residence on Grand
avenue which Mr. Ryan has leased
v
for two months.
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.
AMERICAN Girl of experience wants
Call at
position nursing invalids.
Optic.

.

As Cheap

as Possible Considering Quality.

If you wish to plant any Dahlias this, year you should get
them at once:

TWO PRICES

1

5c each or 2 for 25c

Also our

THE ORAAF & HAYWARO CO. STORE

Sixth
Street'

507

Collection of 13

nitfTfllU
DPDDV VFillvm

1LUU1
-S-

--

25c each

for $1,00
COM Phona

UUH

EEDSMEN & FLORISTS

Vegas

The

'1

bet-

j
.

M
LICENSED AGENTS FOR HOOSIER KITCHEN CABINETS

IS OPEN

.Thirtieth season, Mr. Harvey in
charge. Auto to carriage house, Wed
nesday and Saturday at 8 a. m., return
ing same day. For passage phone
Main 385 or leave order at Murphey's,
Cutler Brothers or Plaza Hotel
Everybody

reads Th

Every visitor in Las Vegas lo call

Optic.

upon usEring your friends. Our slore
is one of
places of Vegas.
n

(he-sho- w

For the Choicest of
'

F RESH

SANITARY

ROBERT d. TAUPERT
..

Maker of Uncommon Jewlery.

"FOlif

CANNED GOODS
A

BAKERY

;

Finest Quality Fruits and Ve- Field to Can

REPRESENT getables From

J

The Same Day.

ONLY HIQHEST GRADES OF FRUITS
AND VEGETABLES ARE PACKED.

GOOD

Last Call For Dahlia Roots.

Sausages of All Kinds Always,

j

Let us furnish your home on our easy payment plan.

4,

Fresh Chicken, Fish, Smoked an Salt Fish,

.

Good sorroundings improve our earning power.
ter our homes the better homes we can afford.

ly.

7ff.OO

and our
We purchased Berera! carloads of this beautiful dinner-war- e
enabled tbe manufacturer to give as an exclusive design
tarse purchase
We are c barging1 part of tbe cost to "advertising
and rerj low price.
and only ante yon to pay a percentage of the actual cost of tbe
expense,"
of a beautiful "Cosmos" design and cannot be duplicated In
set. I
(14 In any retail china store. It is guaranteed by both
Quality for less than
ana ourselves.
the manufacturer
five
There Is a coupon In every sack of LARABEB'8 Floor. Send us
or express money order, and we will
coupons and $3.Wi in cash, draft, postal
send yon, one of these beautiful seta by frefgbt. Address coupons and re
Mills
tbe
Larabee
of
Floor
to
The Cbina Department
Company,
mlttance
your name and address plainly.
Hutchinson Kansas. Be sure to write are
also good for Rogers' Silverware
Tbe coupons in LARABEB'S Flour
and other valuable premiums. Ak for descriptive circular.

s

II

Mrj

don't wait until we are old before we can buy beautiful
surroundings for our loved ones. The American way is the
better way.

says the river forms a natural protection for his town against tramps.
The aversion of hoboes to water is
well known, and, as they cannot
cross the river without wading except at the county bridge, the police
catch them as they stand on the
bridge at midnight and chase them
away. Through the efforts of the po
lice of the East side,- who have been
Instructed by Mayor Taupert to use
the "keep moving" system, the town
has been kept free of undesirables,
although many have alighted here
within the past several weeks.
"HARVEYS"

I

&

Creators and WE guarantee
the fit.

We

n

to an article which ap
late issue of the Exin
the
peared
press Gazette the Wells Fargo Express company will run a solid express
train from Kansas City to the Pacific
coast. The probable date for beginning this service is July 1. At
the present time train No. 7 carries
a large number of express cars and
it is likely that beginning July 1 this
train will be run in two sections, one
devoted entirely to express business.
The Wells Fargo at present is running
two solid express trains between Chi'
cago and New York City. Putting on
this extra train of express oars between Kansas City and San Francisco has been considered for some time,
and it was announced several months
ago that this train would, ue run,
which, however, was only a surmise.
as the decision waa made only recent

j

Tailoring all depend on this,
We have on display styles,
that are the product of Style

In America we surround our children with beautiful things.
We pay a little at a time, but we have these things in
our(
homes to influence our families' culture.
'

Owing to the absence of several of
Hoboes are finding the West side
him.
city, tho reg an uncomfortable place in which to
the directors from-thular monthly meeting of the Y. M. C.
the police, under the direction
Thinking that he might find his for A. board scheduled for last night has light,
of Mayor Lorenzo
Delgado, having
mer "boss" in Las Vegas, the scene been
It is probable that been driving the idle gentry out as
postponed.
of the Johnson-Flynbattle, A. Derby the meeting will be held next Monday
rapidly as they alight The mayor
Hat (colored) stopped off here yesterAccording

t

-

American; homes are the most beautiful in the world.
American children are the most intelligent. Why?

the
and has asked that any
one knowing anything aobut It noiify
'

night.

-

:'-

,.

The Shape keeping, the
service, the Quality of the

?,

Have Beautiful Furniture at
Home, Pay. a Little
At a Tims,

n

day afternoon and after a futile search
continued westward this afternoon on
train No. 1. Hat had been directed to
the Johnson camp but was unable to
locate the desired personage there.
Derby came here at the direction of
the Wells Fargo Express company af
ter having visited half the towns and
cities In the west, which was shown
by the tags carried by the black one.
Bert W. Kelly tagged old "top" with
a Las Vegas sticker, giving directions
to return to Laa Vegas for July 4., at
which time the crowd will be here and
the chances of locating A Hat's former
,
boss will be better.

111--

the more certain you are to
insist on having it.

M. GREEjNBERGER

e

J. H. STEARNS
-

f!
w

Hart Bchaffher

The more you know f the
advantages of ALL WOOL

h3

i

Corrrffht

ni

rhJ

i

-

ocean-to-lcea-

v

I

.

0

i

i

m 5 f

LUDVVIG Wm. ILFELD

.

At The

(I'm

.'J'

Regular dance at the Armory
'
night.

use only all wool fibrics.
Thats what you want in your
cloths.

370.
i,7

Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
In the wood. , Direct from distillery
to you. At the Lobby, of coarse.

MARX CLOTHES

NotedFor

Go to

B0U C D E

QUALITYPUUT--

MS 1

ASR Y0UR

Y

CLEANLINESS

mm m "m" mm

"The Store of Satisfaction"
121

EVERYBODY

READS THE LAS VEGAS OPTK

i

.

